
Yazaki’s Environmental Management Vision

In 1997 the Yazaki Group established the 

Yazaki Global Environment Charter based on the 

Corporate Policy and Fundamental Management 

Policy*1. The Charter consists of the Environment 

Policy and the Action Guidelines. The Policy refl ects 

Yazaki’s commitment to environmental and social 

responsibility, while the Action Guidelines provide a 

set of actions to follow.

*1
Fundamental
Management Policy

Refer to page 3 for full text 
in the Policy

Under the Yazaki Global Environmental Charter, Bolstering Groupwide 
Activities for Environmental Preservation

Fundamental
Management

Policy

Yazaki Global 
Environment

Charter

Environmental
Action Plan Guide of Conduct

1. Enhance environmental management
By raising environmental awareness among all employees, we aim to have 
individual employees take responsible actions for environmental preservation

2. Take action to prevent global warming
Achieve Yazaki’s voluntary goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions, 
based on the Kyoto Protocol agreement

3. Promote the efficient use of resources towards the formation of a 
recycling-based society
Achieve zero landfill-destined waste and 100% use of recyclable resources

4. Reduce substances of concern
Make sure to completely eliminate substances banned by laws and 
regulations

5. Develop environmentally friendly products
Consider global warming, recycling, and substances of concern when 
developing products

Yazaki Global Environment Charter
Adopted June 1997; Revised in 2002 and 2006

Environmental Policy
The Yazaki Group recognizes that preservation of the global 
environment and its resources is a serious concern common to all 
mankind. In line with our Fundamental Managing Policy, we will strive to 
make the world a better place and work to enrich our societies through 
environmentally-sound business activities and employee volunteerism.

Corporate Policy

A Corporation in Step with the World

A Corporation Needed by Society

Fundamental Management Policy *1

Contribute to a prosperous future society through business focused on the 

environment and security. (The third principle in the Policy)

Corporate Policy

Environmental 

Management

Environmental Management Vision and Structure

Yazaki Has Established Groupwide Environmental 
Management Systems
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Focuses in the Action Guidelines

The Action Guidelines, consisting of five items 

must be followed by all Yazaki Group companies. 

We recognize that our business utilizes Earth’

s limited resources, and we must take into account 

our responsibility to the environment. In creating 

the Guidelines, therefore, we focused on three 

areas of responsibility: help prevent global warming; 

promote and benefit from recycling and reuse; 

and reduce harmful materials and substances of 

concern. To take responsible actions in these areas, 

we also added to the Guidelines the enhancement 

of groupwide environmental management, as well 

as the development of environmentally friendly 

products that will allow us to continue manufacturing 

in a responsible fashion. 

Additionally, we have introduced a five-year 

Yazaki Environmental Action Plan*2, a rolling plan 

reviewed every year. Each business division makes 

specific plans with goals based on the Action 

Plan annually, and the results are checked by the 

In 2001, Yazaki created the Yazaki Environmental 

Committee chaired by the president as its highest 

decision-making organ, with The Environment 

Product Design Assessment Committee and the 

Production Environment Committee. To strengthen 

the organization, two subcommittees, the Sales 

Environment Committee and the Management 

groupwide environmental management groups and 

shared among different divisions.

Environment Committee, were added in 2003. The 

Environmental Information Committee, consisting of 

members from the four Committees, was also created. 

These Committees shaped environmental activities 

in different divisions into a coherent groupwide 

management structure, allowing information to travel 

effi ciently in the Yazaki Group in Japan. 

*2

Yazaki Environmental 
Action Plan

See page 37 for details.

Action Guidelines and Action Plan for Yazaki to Follow

Yazaki Groupwide Environmental Management

Chairman:
ShinjiYazaki, President

Vice-chairman:
Masashi Yamashita, 
Senior Managing Director

Chairman:
Masashi Yamashita, Senior 

Managing Director

Members: Four 
Committee chairpersons

The top environmental 
management organ to 
determine the status and 
course of action regarding
important environmental 
issues; determine annual 
environmental policy and 
discuss
proposals and reports from 
subcommittees.

Collect reports and 
information from each 
Committee; discuss 
solutions to problems; 
and prioritize issues and 
report them to the Yazaki 
Environmental
Committee

Yazaki Environmental
 Committee 

(meet once a year)

Environmental
Information Committee 
(meet once a month)

Environmental

Product Design 

Assessment Committee

Production Environment 

Committee

Sales Environment 

Committee

Management Environment 

Committee

Oversee R&D divisions; promote the 
development of environmentally friendly 
products; and manage information about 
chemical substances.

Oversee production divisions; and 

promote environmental activities in 

product bases.

Oversee sales divisions; collect and 
analyze information on customers and 
markets in relation to environmental 
technologies and issues.

Oversee administrative departments; study 
and suggest corporate organizations and 
systems for environmental management 
and activities

Environmental management

G
lobal w

arm
ing

R
ecycling-based

society

S
ubstances
of concern

Environmentally friendly products

社会性報告Environmental Aspects
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Environmental Action Items FY2007 Goals

1. Enhance environmental management By raising environmental awareness among all employees, we aim to have individual employees take          

1−1.Establishment of 
the environmental 
management system

(1) Promote the Environmental Action Plan throughout the 
company

●Environmental Affairs Division to check implementation plans and prepare guidelines

(2) Establish an environmental audit system ● Implement cross-auditing at the 13 production sites

(3) Establish a groupwide environmental information 
management system

●Begin operation of environmental data collection and management system

(4) Establish a groupwide waste management system ● Inspect all Yazaki business sites and subcontractor sites

(5) Establish a system to grasp environmental accounting 
data

●Establish a data collection system within administrative divisions

(6) Support business partners to establish their environmental 
management systems (EMS)

● Implement plans to promote EMS at business partners

(7) Establish an environmental quality assurance system ●Prepare a checklist of environmentally friendly items for design review

1−2.Raising environmental 
Awareness

(8) Full-scale implementation of environmental education ●Revise environmental textbooks for managers, and for general employees

(9) Elevate environmental awareness among employees ●Study and plan an environmental performance excellence award system for business

1−3.Cooperation with 
Communities

(10) Proactive disclosure of environmental information

●Publish Social & Environmental Report 2008

●Publish factory-based Environmental Reports by individual production sites

(11) Enhance communication with local communities ●Hold an annual stakeholder meeting

1−4.Environmental risk 
management (12) Enforce environmental  compliance ●Enforce and ensure environmental compliance

2. Take action to prevent global warming Achieve Yazaki’s voluntary goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions, based on the Kyoto Protocol         

2−1.Actions to reduce 
CO2 emissions from 
business activities in 
Japan and overseas

(1) Promote CO2 emission reduction at all Yazaki sites

●Goal in Japan: a 4.6% reduction in total volume from the reference value; a 4% 
   reduction per unit of activity

●Goals overseas: Clarify reduction goals, and implement measures for CO2

(2) Promote CO2 emission reduction through improvements 
in transportation and logistics

●Reduction of 980 tons in transportation and logistics

●Set up rules to comply with Japan’s Energy Saving Law

3. Promote the effi cient use of resources towards the formation of a recycling-based society Achieve zero landfi ll-destined waste and 100% use         

3−1.Promotion of zero 
emissions through 
resource recycling

(1) ●Reduce waste volumes ● [Production*1] Achieve respective goals [Non-production*2] Achieve a 5% reduction from              

●Reduce landfill waste ● [Production] Maintain zero emissions [Non-production] Achieve respective goals

●Raise material recycling rate ●Achieve respective goals at production sites

●Reduce waste processing costs ●Achieve respective goals at production sites

(2) Reduce packaging material usage ●Achieve respective goals at production sites

(3) Reduce copy paper usage ● [Production]   [Non-production] Achieve respective goals

(4) Conserve water ● [Production] Achieve respective goals [Non-production] Achieve a 3% reduction from             

3−2.Promotion of green 
Purchasing (5) Promote green procurement of office ● [Production] At least 80% green purchasing rate (in value)

4. Reduce substances of concern (SOC) Make sure to completely eliminate substances banned by laws and regulations (Zero tolerance for any          

4−1.Full compliance with 
European Union 
(EU) directives and 
regulations

(1) Establish a substances of concern (SOC) 
management system

●Continue to enhance SOC management systems at business sites in Japan and

●Plan and conduct audits at SOC high-risk product manufacturers

(2) Comply with the EU ELV Directive ●Eliminate the use of lead in accordance with the switchover plan to alternative

(3) Comply with the REACH regulation ●Establish a REACH project team to develop measures and implement them

4−2.Compliance with 
Environmental 
regulations in Japan

(4) Reduce the emission volume of chemical substances 
and VOC (in the PRTR list)

●Achieve reduction goals in accordance with respective production site’s action

4−3.Full compliance with 
Chinese legislations (5) Comply with Chinese version of RoHS and ELV ●Research the Chinese versions of RoHS and ELV directives and take measures

5. Develop environmentally friendly products Consider global warming, recycling, and substances of concern when developing products (no exceptions)

5−1.Promotion of 
development of 
environmentally 
friendly products

(1) Comply with EuP Directive ●Continue information gathering on EuP Directive and study measures

(2) Develop new products using the QFDE method ●Acquire environmentally harmonious product certification for at least 50% of

(3) Establish the Yazaki LCA System ●Upgrade LCA data collection and analysis methods

5−2.Type III EcoLeaf Label
(4) Obtain the Type III EcoLeaf Label for Life 

Environmental Equipment
●Acquire Type III label certification for an electric wire product

*1
Production

Including all 13 production 
sites

*2
Non-production

Including business sites 
(offices, sales branches, 
etc.)

Environmental 
Management

Goals and Performance: Yazaki Environmental Action Plan

Yazaki Sets Goals Based on Five Action Guideline Items, and 
Annually Reviews Initiatives and Achievements
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○: More than100% achieved              △  :  More than 80% achieved

FY2007 Initiatives and Achievements Evaluation FY2008 Goals

         responsible actions for environmental preservation (Pursuit of being a sustainable corporation)
●Functions between the Environmental Affairs Division and factory-

based related departments have been clarified, and plans and 
rules were redefined

○
●Environmental Affairs Division to conduct a regular check on implementation, 

and update guidelines

●Cross auditing was conducted at the 13 production sites ○ ●Plan and implement internal EMS auditing at the thirteen production sites

●Collection of factory-based performance data started ○ ●Actively utilize environmental data collected

●Site inspection was conducted at waste management contractors, 
and seminars on the Waste Management Law were held ○ ●Continue and follow up site inspection results

●Data was collected through manual form input ○ --

●EMS certification was obtained at 352 companies, or 71% of 
major business partners ○ ●Promote EMS at business partners: 100% of them receive EMS certification

●An environmental quality assurance checklist was prepared ○
●Based on the checklist, implement environmental quality assurance in the 

product designing stage
●The revised texts for different job ranks were published and 

distributed; educational programs implemented ○
●Continue educational programs for better understanding in environmental 

activities, laws and tools

            sites
●The environmental performance excellence award system was 

established ○
● Introduce and present environmental performance excellence awards for 

business sites
●The Social & Environmental Report 2008 was prepared from a 

standpoint of a company with global operations ○ ●Enhance Social & Environmental Report, and produce a simplified version

●Enhanced versions of factory-based Environmental Reports by 
individual production sites were published ○

● Improve on factory-based Environmental Reports by individual production sites 
with unified designs

● Annual stakeholder meeting, as well as factory-based stakeholder 
meetings were held ○

●Continue the groupwide annual stakeholder meeting and factory-based 
meetings

●Compliance with environmental laws and regulations was ensured ○
●Fortify coordination and collaboration between headquarters and business sites 

in an emergency

         agreement (Implement measures to help prevent global warming)         
●A 12.4% reduction in total volume from the reference value: 

40% reduction per unit of activity in Japan. ○
●Goal in Japan: a 15% annual reduction in total volume from the reference value 

between 2008 and 2012

          reduction ●A goal of 1% reduction per unit of activity. ○ ●Goals overseas: a 1% annual reduction from the reference value.

●Reduction of1,098 tons in transportation and logistics; 
accumulated reduction of 9,747 tons ○ ●Reduction of 800 tons in transportation and logistics

●Travel routes, modal mix and logistical locations were reviewed ○
●Promote Green Transportation and Logistics with subsidiaries, and collect data 

from overseas business sites

         of recyclable resources (Enhance recycling systems)

             FY2006 ● [Production] 130% achievement rate [Non-production] 178% achievement rate ○
● [Production] Achieve a 20% reduction from FY2002 [Non-production] Achieve a 

10% reduction from FY2006

● [Production] Zero emissions achieved [Non-production] 58 locations achieved their respective goals ○
● [Production] Maintain zero emissions [Non-production] Achieve zero emissions 

by FY2010
●Material recycling rate improved from 82% in FY2006 to 87% in FY2007 ○ ●Achieve respective goals at production sites

●Cost reduction of 50% from FY2006 (cost per unit weight) ○ ●Achieve respective goals at production sites

●91% achievement rate △ ●Achieve respective goals at production sites

● [Production] 106% achievement rate [Non-production] 89% achievement rate ○ ● [Production]   [Non-production] Achieve respective goals

            FY2006 ● [Production] 121% achievement rate [Non-production] 91% achievement rate ○
● [Production] Achieve respective goals [Non-production] Achieve an 8% reduction 

from FY2006

● [Production] Green Purchasing rate: 88% [Non-production] Data collected ○ ● [Production] At least 80% green purchasing rate

         use of banned SOC)

            overseas
●SOC management systems were strengthened at business sites 

in Japan and overseas ○ --

●Audits at SOC high-risk product manufacturers completed ○ --

           substances
●Through coordination with lead-free working groups and various 

divisions involved, lead-free plans were all implemented ○ ●Prepare to comply with ELV Directive ANNEXII

●The REACH project team surveyed all related products and pre-
registration preparation was completed. ○ ●Pre-registration complete, start surveying substances of highly concern (SOHC)

           plan ●A 27% reduction of PRTR listed substances from FY2001 levels ○
● Research into substances in the expanded PRTR list, gather information and 

eliminate the use of such substances

●Measures were implemented to comply with Chinese versions of 
RoHS and ELV directives ○ --

● Information gathering on the EuP Directive ○
●Fully comply with EuP Directive in all products used in electric appliances and 

air conditioning equipment

           products ●103 products certified △
●Review environmentally harmonious product standards (consulting JAPIA 

product environmental index guidelines)

●LCA data updated, and analysis methods were determined △ ●Establish a LCA data collection/analysis system

●Type III label certification obtained ○ ●Acquire Type III label certification for gas equipment

社会性報告Environmental Aspects
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FY2007 Goals

●Environmental compliance

•Enforce and ensure compliance with 
environmental laws

●Enhance environmental auditing

●Establish waste management systems

•Conduct cross-auditing of environmental 
activities at all 13 production sites*1

FY2007 Initiatives and Achievements

●Environmental compliance
•A companywide system has been set up to gather and 

manage information on environmental laws and 
amendments

•Each business site ensured compliance with amended 
laws

●Environmental auditing was conducted

●Waste management systems

•Cross-auditing covered all 13 production sites to inspect 
environmental data management and waste 
management

•Regular site inspection at waste management operators

•Seminars on proper industrial waste management were
conducted for employees,  subsidiaries and business 
partners

Organizational approach to environmental laws

Yazaki
Environmental

Committee

Environmental
Information
Committee

Legal Affairs 
Division

Each
business site

Environmental
Affairs
Division

Environmental
laws and 

regulations

National level

Prefectural/
Regional level

Local level

Compliance with environmental laws and 

regulations is a corporate responsibility and 

obligation. Yazaki’s business sites have long 

collected information on environmental laws, and 

conducted assessments on compliance to relevant 

laws individually, but compliance requirements 

were only shared locally, and compliance was 

ensured differently at each site. In January 2007, 

the Legal Affairs Division and Environmental Affairs 

Division began administering a companywide 

system to better ensure consistent compliance 

with environmental laws in a timely manner.

Under the new system, in format ion on 

environmental  laws is  shared effect ively 

among related divisions, and reported to the 

Environmental Information Committee, which 

reports the significant findings to the Yazaki 

Environmental Committee. 

During FY2007 in response to revisions in 

Japan’s Waste Management Law*2, the new 

system facilitated the communication and action 

needed to ensure compliance. 

In addition, Yazaki has implemented programs 

to further enhance compliance: an “environmental 

patrol” to inspect not only the compounds of 

factories but also outside, particularly factories’ 

bordering areas; cross-auditing of environmental 

activities among different business sites; and 

enhanced educational programs for employees at 

all business sites.

The Waste Management Law2 was amended 

in July 2006. The industrial-waste management 

system, MANIFEST, now requires that by June 30 

of each year companies submit documents, using 

MANIFEST forms, which attest that their waste 

has been appropriately treated by consigned 

operators. This requirement was waived until April 

1, 2008, and FY2007 marked the first year of its 

operation.

In Response to the Amended 
Waste Management Law

*1
13 production sites

For more information, see 
page 59.

Ensuring Compliance with 
Environmental Laws

*2
Waste Management 
Law

The Waste Management 
Law is an abbreviated name 
for the Waste Management 
and Public Cleansing 
Law. It defi nes waste and 
sets forth standards for 
waste discharge, disposal, 
collection, recycling, 
appropriate processing, and 
so on, as well as specifying 
the responsibilities of 
businesses and citizens.

Yazaki Strives to Comply with Environmental Laws and 
Regulations by Sharing Information and Strengthening its 
Environmental Audit System

Environmental 
Management

Responses to Environmental Risks
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Flowchart of MANIFEST Preparation

Acquire information on new and amended laws 
(Legal Affairs Division)

Study the laws and compliance issues 
(Environmental Affairs Division/Legal Affairs Division)

Prepare the Checklist

Inform and educate all business sites 
(Environmental Affairs Division)

Day-to-day waste management (each business site)

Prepare forms
(each business site)

Check the prepared 
forms (Environmental 

Affairs Division)

Submit the forms 
(each business site)

Environmental
Information
Committee

In maintaining the ISO14001 environmental 

management system, Yazaki conducts environmental 

auditing by internally appointed inspectors at all 13 

production sites*1 in Japan. 

In FY2005, we also introduced the cross-auditing 

program, enlisting personnel in charge of environmental 

activities at each factory to visit and inspect other 

factories. During FY2007, the program emphasized 

the inspection of environmental data management 

and waste management. The results from the cross-

auditing were reported at the Production Environment 

Committee and shared among the 13 factories.

Under the law, companies that dispose of waste 

are responsible for overseeing waste management 

operators that they consign to treat their waste. 

Yazaki encouraged its employees to fully understand 

the mechanism and rules of waste disposal and 

proper treatment of waste. During FY2007, we held 

seven seminars on industrial waste management. 

Employees in charge of waste management and their 

supervisors in Yazaki Group companies, as well as 

van’ous business partners, attended the seminars to 

learn more about relevant laws and the responsibilities 

of companies and operators. They also planned 

site visits to operators during FY2007, and continue 

regular site visits to ensure proper waste handling and 

treatment.

Under the law, Yazaki’s 100 business sites*3 
must submit the MANIFEST forms to local 

government offices. After studying the various 

MANIFEST forms of governmental entities, we 

have prepared a comprehensive checklist to 

manage the form input and submission schedule at 

each business site. This year all input information 

and data was reviewed by the Environmental 

Affairs Division, and Yazaki business sites 

submitted MANIFEST forms before the deadline. 

In the future, in collaboration with its consigned 

operators, Yazaki plans to study the use of the 

JWNET Electronic MANIFEST system.*4

Cross-Auditing of 
Environmental Activities

Raising Awareness about Waste 
Management

*4
JWNET Electronic 
MANIFEST

JWNET is the electronic 
MANIFEST data managing 
and processing system, 
administered by the Japan 
Industrial Waste Technology 
Center.

*3
Yazaki’s 100 business 
sites

One hundred business 
sites throughout the 
Yazaki Group used 
consigned operators for 
waste disposal between 
April 2007 and March 
2008, and are required to 
produce the MANIFEST 
forms.

Inspection at a factory under the cross-auditing program

A seminar on industrial waste management

社会性報告Environmental Aspects
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FY2007 Initiatives and AchievementsFY2007 Goals

●Establish a data collection system in administrative
divisions (a Web-based system)

●Data collection by the completion of forms

Environmental Preservation Costs in FY2007
 (Million yen)

Investment Expenses Total Details

Business area 74 500 574 Costs associated with saving 
energy and recycling activities

Upstream/
downstream 1 433 434 Expenses in purchasing green products, 

and recycling of used products

Administration
costs 1 884 885 Costs for maintaining and 

managing EMS*, and labor cost

Research & 
development 174 2,209 2,383 Development of environmentally 

friendly products

Social contribution 0 3 3 Community clean ups and other activities
Environmental damage 
remedy costs 0 0 0

Other costs 0 44 44 Subscription and membership 
fees  for associations and others

Total 250 4,073 4,323

Environmental Preservation Effects (Economic Benefi ts) in FY2007
(Million yen)

Actual
effects

Deemed
effects Total Details

Reduction in 
energy costs 27.6 0.3 27.9 Introduction of energy 

saving equipment

Sales of recycled 
materials 554.5 0.0 554.5 Sales of industrial waste 

and recycled materials

Others 0.0 11.9 11.9
Outsourcing, and anti-
vibration measures in 
stamping equipment

Total 582.1 12.2 594.3

Changes in Environmental Preservation Costs
Costs

0

200

600

(Million yen)(Million yen)

400

Effects

4,323

1,008

1,877

3,226 3,211

4,215
437

129

378

570

517

2,000

6,000

4,000

0

594

（FY） 20072002 2003 2004 2005 2006

600

400

*EMS: Environmental Management System

Yazak i  has  co l l ec ted  da ta  and  made 

quantitative analyses on the costs and effects of 

its environmental activities. Production and sales 

divisions and departments have already begun to 

use this new environmental accounting system, a 

propriety system of Yazaki. 

In FY2007 administrative divisions collected 

data by manually filling out forms because of a 

delay in implementing the system.

Total environmental preservation costs in FY2007 

amounted to 4.3 billion yen, a slight increase from 

FY2006. Of that total, investment costs increased to 

250 million yen, mainly on account of the development 

of environmentally friendly products and energy-

saving air conditioning equipment. Among 4 billion yen 

for total expenses, product recycling costs in sales 

divisions rose 100 million yen from the previous year.

The economic benefits of environmental 

preservation costs in FY2007 translated into 590 

million yen. At Y-CITY*1 alone, 5 million yen was 

saved in energy cost through utilizing ESCO*2 
services.

A Campaign for Employees to Introduce Environmental Accounting at Home

As part of promoting reduction of CO2 emissions in Japan, we began a 

campaign to encourage employees at all 13 production sites*3 to introduce 

home-based environmental accounting by keeping books on environmental 

preservation costs and effects. Although the campaign is in a trial stage, 107 

employees had joined as of June 2008. Yazaki also invites home energy–savings 

experts to hold lectures for employees.

T O P I C S

A lecture on energy conservation and 
environmental accounting for employees

Data Collection and Analysis

Environmental Preservation Costs

Environmental Preservation Effects

*2
ESCO

An ESCO, or Energy 
Service Company, is a 
business that provides 
comprehensive services, 
including developing, 
installing, and fi nancing 
projects designed to 
improve energy effi ciency 
and maintenance costs for 
facilities. The savings in 
energy costs is often used 
to pay for the services and 
investment.

*3
13 production sites

See page 59 for details

*1
Y-CITY

The name of an area 
in Susuno, Shizuoka 
prefecture, where the 
Yazaki Group World 
Headquarters, factories 
and R&D facilities are 
located.

Environmental 
Management

Environmental Accounting

Yazaki Adopts Proprietary System to Collect and 
Quantitatively Analyze Investment, Expenses, and Effects of 
Its Environmental Activities

Environmental Aspects
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FY2007 Initiatives and AchievementsFY2007 Goals

●Develop Yazaki environmental education 
system

● The environmental education system was 
established, providing four programs  by job rank, 
integrating general and specialized knowledge

● Programs are clearly divided by subjects, 
categories and subcategories

● Environmental textbooks were revised and 
distributed to 20,000 employees, as well as 
uploaded onto the Yazaki Intranet *4

● The Environmental Affairs Division and each business 
unit administer programs by job rank and business area

●Select environmental education subjects 
    and categories and list them for programs

●Revise textbooks, and effectively use them

●Administer environmental educational 
   programs by job rank

Concept of Environmental Education System

Basis in 
specialization

Directors
(Lectures

 by outside experts)

General Managers 
(Textbook

for general managers)

Team Leaders 
(Textbook for team leaders)

Other Employees
 (Textbook for employees)

Applied in 
specialized areas

General program Specialized program

Administered by the 
Environmental Affairs Division

Administered by each 
division and department

Developm
ent

P
roduction

S
ales

Adm
inistration

In concert with Corporate Policy and the Yazaki 

Environmental Charter, Yazaki has developed its educational 

programs to conform with the Action Guidelines. We set four 

goals for employee education: raise levels of knowledge 

and skills required for environmental activities; promote 

understanding of Yazaki’s environmental management 

systems, as well as individual roles and responsibilities; 

promote understanding of Yazaki Environmental Policy and 

achieve goals in the Action Plan; and ensure compliance to 

environmental laws and regulations. 

Our environmental education system is broadly divided 

into general and specialized programs. General programs 

are subdivided into four different curricula, tailored to job 

rank (directors; general managers; team leaders; and other 

employees).

We have selected and categorized key environmental 

education subjects: 1) Environmental Management; 

2) Environmental Issues and Problems; 3) Pollution; 

4) Environmental Law; 5) Environmental Management 

Systems and Tools; 6) Yazaki’s Environmental Activities; 

7) Environmental Action Plan; 8) Yazaki’s Focus on 

Environmental Issues; and 9) Environmental Qualifications. 

Under each subject, we have created categories and 

subcategories and clearly indicated the topics that should be 

covered for each job rank and business area.

In December 2007, we revised the textbooks of the 
general program, updating information on environmental 
laws and environmental issues. The textbooks are also 
available for view on the Yazaki Intranet4.

General environmental education for directors focuses 
on trends in environmental activities among manufacturers 
and the management of chemical substances. A seminar 
with experts in those fi elds was held.

General programs for general managers and team 
leaders developed their skills in introducing environmental 
education into the workplace. The participants reviewed 
the textbook for employees and discussed effective ways 
to distribute and use it in the workplace.

The revised textbook has been used in general 
programs for all employees at each workplace. A quiz 
is conducted once every six months to ensure that all 
employees have learned the key points.

Environmental Education in FY2007

Yazaki Environmental Education System

Environmental Education Focuses on Nine Subjects

Textbook for Environmental 
Education Revised

Directors and managers attended at an environmental seminar

*4
Intranet

Yazaki set up its Intranet, a 
private computer network 
through the use of Internet 
technology.

社会性報告環境保全活動報告Environmental Education Environmental Aspects

Yazaki Offers Environmental Educational Programs to 
Employees by Job Rank, Following Action Guidelines
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FY2007 Initiatives and AchievementsFY2007 Goals

● Reduction of CO2 emissions by 4.6% of the reference value

● Reduction of CO2 emissions per unit of net sales by 
4.0% from FY2003 level

● Reduced CO2 emissions by 12.4% from the reference value

● Reduced CO2 emissions per unit of net sales by 40% 
from the FY2003 level

CO2 Emissions Unit of net sales

1990

0

5.0

10.0

20.0

0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

  (t/billion yen)(10,000 t-CO2)

15.0

（FY）

10.9

12.9

2003
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Changes in CO2 Emissions and Basic Unit Index
(13 production bases in Japan)

Total CO2 Emissions and CO2 Emissions per 
Unit of Net Sales (Japan)

Breakdown by Business Area
Sales
4,000 t-CO2

（2.3%）

Administration
21,000 t-CO2

（12.2%）
Production

146,000 t-CO2

（85.5%）
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Production sites
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The Yazaki Group has established the reference 

value*1 for CO2 emission reduction in accord with 

the Guidelines of the Ministry of the Environment in 

Japan. In light of the voluntary goal set forth by the 

Japan Auto Parts Industries Association (JAPIA), 

we established the goal of a 7% reduction from  the 

reference value by 2010. We have also set a goal 

of reducing CO2 emissions by 1% annually per unit 

of net sales,*2 starting in FY2003.

During FY2007, we formed taskforce teams 

within the Production Environment Committee, the 

Management Environment Committee, and the 

Sales Environment Committee*3 to further promote 

CO2 reduction activities. The taskforce teams meet 

every three months to discuss long-term plans for 

setting reduction goals at each business site and to 

confi rm energy-saving results. 

In FY2007, Yazaki reduced its CO2 emissions 

by 12%, more than meeting the 7% goal for four 

years in a row. As for the goal of a 4% reduction 

over FY2003 levels per unit of net sales, Yazaki 

achieved a 40% reduction in FY2007.

JAPIA and the Japanese Electric Wire & Cable 

Maker’s Association announced their revised 

voluntary action plans in FY2007. Accordingly, 

Yazaki also set a new goal of a 15% annual CO2

reduction on average from the reference value 

during FY2008 and FY2012.

In FY2007, CO2 emissions at all 13 production 

sites*4 in Japan leveled off, despite an 11% 

production increase, thanks to aggressive energy 

conservation measures implemented at the sites. 

*1
Reference value

The volume of CO2 emissions 
during FY1999 was taken as 
the base year level for all 13 
production sites. The emission 
volume during FY2003 was 
set as the base year level for 
other business sites.

*4
13 production sites

See page 59 for details

CO2 Emissions at Production 
Sites in Japan

*2
Unit of Net Sales

Index, obtained by dividing 
the total CO2 emissions by 
net sales.

Achieving a 7% CO2 Emission Reduction 
Goal for Four Consecutive Years

*3
Environment 
Committees

For more information on the 
Production Environment 
Committee, the Management 
Environment Committee, 
and the Sales Environment 
Committee, see page 36.

The Fight 
Against Global 
Warming

CO2 Reduction in Production, Sales and Administrative Divisions

Yazaki Works to Meet CO2 Reduction Goals at All Business 
Sites and Divisions
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Star t ing in FY2007, exhaust  heat  f rom 

compressors (48ºC at the exit of an exhaust duct) 

is reused for heating during winter by rerouting the 

duct with a switch to allow hot air to fl ow inside as 

well. As a result, kerosene oil use for conventional 

heating systems was reduced.

There were six light poles with timer-activated 

mercury-vapor lamps at a parking lot next to the 

main plant. Through the use of motion-sensor 

florescent lights, which are brighter and more 

energy-efficient, energy was saved and fewer 

poles were needed. The savings translated into 0.8 

tons of CO2 emissions per year. Improvement in 

indoor lighting is also 

being studied.

At the Automotive Toyota Business Unit, W/H 

Design Management 

D i v i s i o n ,  w i r e 

harness  in tegr i t y 

testing equipment 

w a s  r ep la c e d  b y 

more energy-saving, 

automated testing 

machines. During FY2007 alone, the replacement 

resulted in the reduction of 16.3 tons of CO2

emissions. The department plans to introduce 

energy-saving models as it updates facilities.

Yazaki has developed and promoted biomass 

business projects and has introduced Aroace air 

conditioning units that use wood pellets as fuel. 

At the Haibara Site, the LP gas–powered Aroace 

models were replaced by the wood pellet–fueled 

Aroace models in three different departments 

during FY2007. The replacement is expected to 

help cut 44 tons of CO2 emissions annually.

To reduce power consumption, ceiling lights in 

the YNA manufacturing building were changed 

from metal hal ide 

lamps to florescent 

lights between April 

and October 2007.

In January 2007, 154 skylights were installed 

on the ceiling of the TYA manufacturing building. 

The skylights let in 

sunlight to augment 

the lighting inside, 

saving more than 

1 5 , 0 0 0  k W h  p e r 

month.

Kumamoto Parts Co., Ltd.

Use of exhaust heat for heating

Haibara Site

The use of Wood Pellet Fired Aroace

Miyazaki Parts Co., Ltd.

Installing energy-effi cient lights in 
a parking lot

Yazaki Corporation

Replacing testers by energy saving 
models

Tata Yazaki Autocomp (TYA*5) in India

Skylights and natural light save energy

Yazaki North America (YNA*5) in U.S.A.

Changeover of ceiling lights

An exhaust dust used for heating as 
well

New florescent lights with motion 
sensors

An automated testing machine

*5
YNA
TYA

See page 63

Florescent lights inside a production 
area

Skylights on the ceiling to let in sunlight

社会性報告Environmental Aspects
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FY2007 Initiatives and AchievementsFY2007 Goals

●Reduce CO2 emissions by 980 tons 
from transportation and logistics 
operations

●CO2 emissions were cut by 1,098 tons

FY2003Initiatives for CO2 reduction

(t-CO2)

Promotion of modal shift

Shared operations

Review of ports 
and distribution hubs
Decrease of fleet vehicles through 
efficient loading schedules

Promotion of eco-conscious driving

TOTAL

3,036

480

0

0

228

3,744

FY2004

840

0

216

300

0

1,356

FY2005 FY2006

734

547

220

131

332

1,964

107

27

1,276

—

175

1,585

Goals

0

880

100

980

Actual

132

122

377

177

290

1,098

Cumulative
total

4,849

1,176

2,089

608

1,025

9,747

FY2007

Reduction of CO2 emissions in logistics operations

Since FY2004, the Yazaki Group has established 

a system to centrally manage environmental impact 

reduction measures. With cooperation from logistics-

related subsidiaries and transport subcontractors, 

Yazaki investigated and collected data on driving 

distances and CO2 emission volumes, and we 

assessed and classifi ed emission sources and types 

of energy used. Yazaki has also strengthened its 

measures to raise efficiency in transportation and 

logistics by introducing shared transport and delivery 

schemes and through modal shift*1 planning. 

In FY2007, we worked to reduce CO2 emissions by 

20% from its level in FY2005 through accessing new 

transportation hubs and the use of different ports. 

For example, when our products from overseas 

bases were to be delivered to clients in Aichi or Mie 

prefectures, we used the Nagoya port, rather than the 

Osaka port, which shortened the distances from the 

port to the clients. We were able to cut CO2 emissions 

by 40%, or by 1,098 tons, in FY2007.

During FY2007 Yazaki established internal rules 

to comply with recent amendments to the Law 

concerning the Rational Use of Energy in Japan, 

which has called for companies that consign freight 

carriers to implement measures for choosing 

energy-saving transportation methods and to 

improve efficiency in transportation. Our rules 

include procedures and methods to create optimal 

transportation routes and to calculate both energy 

use and savings. The results will be shared with our 

subsidiaries who are responsible for transportation 

and logistics operations and also with our consigned 

freight carriers. 

We also set up a system to calculate transportation 

volume by route, and our monthly reports are 

designed to show significant changes. Making 

transportation more energy-effi cient has taken root at 

the Yazaki Group. In FY2008, we plan to expand our 

efforts to overseas bases, starting with the accurate 

calculation of energy use in transportation.

Reducing CO2 Emissions from 
Logistics Operations

*1

Modal shift

Modal shift is a process of 
changing from one mode 
of transportation to another 
mode, or of combining 
different modes of 
transportation, such as rail, 
truck, and sea carriers. It 
occurs when one mode has 
an advantage over another 
in cost, time, or capacity.

The Fight 
Against Global 
Warming

Reducing CO2 Emissions associated with Logistics

Yazaki Reduces Environmental Impact by Improving the 
Efficiency of Logistics Operations and by Complying with 
Japan’s Energy Conservation Law

Environmental Aspects
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Total  Waste Volume (All 13 Production Sites)

FY2007 Initiatives and AchievementsFY2007 Goals

[13 production sites in Japan]
● Reduce industrial waste by 20% at each site by FY2008 from 

FY2002 level

● Continue the zero landfill waste status

[Non production sites]
● Reduce waste by 5% from FY2006 level

● Achieve zero emissions of landfill waste by FY2010

[13 production sites in Japan]
● Eleven sites achieved a 20% reduction

● All 13 sites achieved zero emissions of landfill waste

[Non production sites]
●Waste reduction goals were met: an achievement rate of 

178%

● Zero emissions of landfill waste were achieved at 58 sites

Water Consumption (All 13 production sites)

Water Consumption Breakdown by Source
(FY2007)

Total
consumption
4.89million

m3

Industrial-use water

0.39 million m3(7.9%)

Municipal water 
supply

0.46 million m3

Groundwater

4.04 million m3

(82.8%)(9.3%)

2004 2005 2007
0

2

4

6

(Million m3)

2006

5.065.164.97

（FY）

4.89

Volume of waste generated
Volume for final disposal

（FY）
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0
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0
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Yazaki has continued its 5R initiatives: Reduce; 

Reuse; Recycle: Repair; and Refuse (to buy non-

recyclables). By practicing the 5Rs, we have further 

promoted zero emissions*2 of waste destined 

for landfill and further promoted effective use of 

resources.

We have maintained this zero waste status at 

our 13 production sites*3 in Japan since FY2005. 

During FY2007, we thoroughly examined industrial 

waste by following the waste sorting process in our 

manual, collecting recyclables and sellable materials 

such as copper. As a result, waste volume was 3,108 

tons, a 16% reduction from the previous year. 

In our sales and administration divisions, we 

were also able to reduce waste volume in FY2007, 

as planned, by educating employees on legal 

compliance and reviewing contracted work for waste 

management companies. 

Yazaki continues to encourage its manufacturing 

subsidiaries to further reduce waste and achieve 

zero emissions of landfi ll waste.

The 13 production sites share a common goal 

of reducing water consumption by 15% in FY2009 

from FY2004 volume. By checking and remedying 

water leaks and adjusting water pressure in pumps, 

water use in FY2007 amounted to 4.89 million cubic 

meters, achieving a 23.2% reduction from FY2004 

volume.

During FY2007, our sales divisions worked to 

reduce water consumption, aiming to reduce the 

66,000 cubic meters used in FY 2006 by 3% but, 

instead, increased use to 71,000 cubic meters.

Promoting 5R Initiatives at 
Production Sites to Maintain 
Zero Landfi ll Waste

Toward More Effi cient Use of 
Water

*2
Zero emissions

5Yazaki has worked on 
eliminating landfill waste in 
Japan, and achieved zero 
emissions in all 13 production 
sites.

*3
13 production sites

See page 59 for details

社会性報告Effective 
Use of 
Resources

Waste Reduction and Water Conservation

Yazaki  Promotes Activities for Zero Emissions, Water 
Conservation and Recycling

Environmental Aspects
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The Yazaki Group has established a system 

for recovering, recycling, and reusing discarded 

wire from offi ces and homes; wooden electric wire 

reels; gas meters; absorption solution used in 

absorption chillers/heaters; and taxi meters.

Yazaki recovers and recycles air-conditioning 

equipment under the certification of the Cross-

Jurisdictional Waste Management System,*1 
which facilitates waste treatment work.

Instead of using plastic waste for thermal 

recycling*2, Fukushima Parts has promoted 

recycling and reselling plastic waste, and reduced 

total waste volume at its factory. In FY2007, it was 

able to reduce 720kg of total waste by reselling 

PP bands*3, band clamps*4 and stretch fi lm*5 to 

recyclers.

Wire waste is thoroughly sorted so recyclers 

may reuse wire to make pure copper and copper 

alloy materials. In FY 2007, Niigata Parts boosted 

its pure-copper-recycling rate by introducing 

equipment that easily removes plastic coating 

from cooper wire. The copper-recycling rate 

improved by 40% thanks to the introduction of the 

equipment.

S ince  FY 2006 ,  Kumamoto  Par t s  has 

accumulated plastic waste generated in a water-

proofing process during the manufacture of wire 

harnesses, while studying ways of recycling the 

waste. In September 2007, it agreed on a contract 

with a company, which specializes in a material 

recycling*6 process that reuses plastic as a 

concrete material. Kumamoto Parts has now cut 

the entire one ton of waste that used to be destined 

for landfi ll annually, achieving zero emissions.

YBL has promoted recycling used fluorescent 

lamps. By using a machine that separates mercury 

vapor and glass without discharging mercury 

vapor, YBL recycles both mercury and glass under 

strict supervision.

At YSP, frying oil used at the employee cafeteria 

is recycled. Recyclers collect the used oil to 

produce soaps, or refi ne it to make biodiesel.

Starting in December 2007, YSP employees 

expanded the collection of oil by recycling oil used 

at their homes. They prepared, distributed, and 

used a  manual  tha t 

helped them collect oil 

at home for pick up by a 

recycler. As of February 

2008, 50 liters of used oil 

from employees’ homes 

were recycled. 

Recovery and Recycling of End-
of-Life Products

Used oil is collected and recycled

*1
Cross-Jurisdictional 
Waste Treatment 
Manufacturer System

The certifi cation allows 
manufacturers to recover 
and recycle their used 
products across multiple 
prefectural municipalities 
without approvals from 
each municipality. In April 
2005, Yazaki obtained 
the certifi cation for the 
recovery and recycling of 
air-conditioning equipment, 
which is produced by Yazaki 
Resources Co., Ltd. and sold 
by Yazaki Corporation.

Fukushima Parts Co., Ltd.

Recycling and reselling PP bands

Niigata Parts Co., Ltd.

Reusing recovered wire copper

Yazaki do Brasile Ltds. (YBL) in Brazil

Recycling used fl uorescent lamps

Yazaki Saltano de Portugal C.E.A., Lda. 
(YSP) in Portugal

Recycling used frying oil

Kumamoto Parts Co., Ltd.

Reusing plastic waste in concrete 
material

*2
Thermal recycling

The thermal recycling process 
starts with incineration of 
waste, and collects and uses 
the energy from incineration.

*3
PP bands

PP bands are made of 
polypropylene, and used for 
packing of shipped products.

*4
Band clamps

Band clamps are used to 
secure PP bands.

*5
Stretch fi lm

Plastic stretch film is used 
to cover materials and wires 
during shipment.

*6
Material recycling

Material recycling reuses 
waste as material for other 
products

*7
YBL
YSP

See page 63

Waste Reduction and Water Conservation Environmental AspectsEffective 
Use of 
Resources
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Changes in Green Purchasing Ratios
(Average ratios of 13 production sites)

（FY）
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FY2007 Initiatives and AchievementsFY2007 Goals

● Production sites: Achieve a green purchasing ratio 
of at least 80%

● Sales and administrative offices: Initiate activities to 
reach the green purchasing ratio of 80% by 2010

● An 88% green purchasing rate was attained at all 13 
production sites

● Sales and administrative offices accelerated their 
green purchasing efforts by reviewing and 
consolidating data and record keeping systems 

T O P I C S

The Yazaki Group has implemented Green 

Purchasing initiatives by compiling a list of 

environmentally considerate office supplies and 

other green products and encouraging the purchase 

of these products in all divisions, including non-

manufacturing areas. Since November 2006, we 

have used the Office Supplies Online Purchasing 

System on the intranet at many offi ces at the Y-CITY 

and some factories. Based on the past initiatives 

and activities to promote green purchasing of 

offi ce supplies at production sites, the offi ce supply 

Green Purchasing guidelines were established in 

September 2007 for use at all group companies in 

Japan.

In FY2007, all 13 production sites*8 achieved 

a green purchasing ratio*9 of 88%.  Sales and 

administrative offices at other sites set a goal of 

achieving at least an 80% green purchasing rate 

by 2010. They will study the introduction of a Web-

based purchasing system to reach the goal, as well 

as revising and consolidating purchase record forms 

to facilitate groupwide record keeping.

Green Purchasing Initiatives

Yazaki Promotes Green Purchasing of Offi ce Supplies in the 
Sales and Administrative Divisions

Green Purchasing of Offi ce Supplies at Oita Parts Co., Ltd.

Oita Parts has accelerated i ts green 

purchasing activities in the Design Department 

since FY2004. In the beginning, employee 

awareness was low, and off ice supply 

purchasing records did not exist. Initiatives 

were started, educating employees about 

green purchasing and substances banned by 

the ELV Directive. Using the green supply list 

and careful record keeping have helped raise 

the green purchasing rate. Oita Parts continues 

to promote green purchasing by constantly 

improving its purchasing systems.

社会性報告Green Purchasing Environmental Aspects
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13 production sites

See page 59 for details

*9
Green purchasing 
ratio

The green purchasing ratio 
is calculated by dividing the 
cost of purchased “green 
products” by that of all 
purchased offi ce supplies 
and materials.



FY2007 Initiatives

● The use of substances that are subject to Japan’s PRTR Law reduced by 27% in FY2007 from FY2001 levels

●VOC emissions recorded a 37% decrease in FY2007 from FY2000 levels

●A database of product-specific VOC vaporization volumes was established

The PRTR Designated Substances Transferred and Released in FY2007
(Data from the seven factories only. The other six factories, Washizu, Tochigi, Daitou, Niimi, Hodosawa, and Hamamatsu do not use any substance subject to 
the PRTR system.)

(t)

Substance Volume 
handled

Volume released to:
Volume 

transferred
Volume 
removed

Volume 
consumedAir Water

Disposal
inside the 
factories

Antimony and its compounds 21 0 0 0 0 0 21 

Ethylbenzene 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Xylene 22 20 0 0 2 0 0 

Decabromondiphenyl ether 6 0 0 0 0 0 6 

Water-soluble copper salts 8 0 0 0 8 0 0 

Toluene 49 44 0 0 5 0 0 

Lead and lead compounds 39 0 0 0 5 0 34 

Nikel 4 0 0 0 0 0 4 

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP) 2,834 0 0 0 0 0 2,834 

Total 2,984 65 0 0 20 0 2,899 

Disclosed as reported to local authorities

* Weight (ton) is used for the Class I chemical substances, excluding dioxins.

Disposal inside the factory: Volume of substances properly treated and buried underground   

Volume transferred: Volume transferred out of this production site (excluding materials sold for recycling)

Volume removed: Volume of substances that were converted into other substances through incineration, 

neutralization, decomposition, reaction, etc.

Volume consumed: Volume of substances that were converted into other substances through reaction, or 

transferred out of this production site as part of products

The use of chemical substances that are deemed 

pollutants to the global environment and all forms of 

life are either banned or restricted by government 

laws and regulations, or by industry standards. 

In accordance with the laws and standards, 

Yazaki has banned, reduced and appropriately 

managed the use of such substances of concern at 

production sites in Japan. 

The use of chemical substances that are subject 

to Japan’s PRTR Law*1 at our seven production 

sites*2 fell by 27% in FY2007 from use in FY2001, 

although compared to a year earlier the volume in 

FY2007 increased 12.5%.

The PRTR list also includes VOCs. *3 We set a 

goal in FY 2007 of reducing VOC emissions by 30% 

from FY2000 levels at nine production sites*4 in 

Japan and achieved a 37% decrease in FY2007. 

For FY2008, we have set specific goals and 

plan to reduce the use of chemical substances in 

the PRTR list, while continuing to maintain a 30% 

reduction of VOC emissions from the FY2000 levels.

Comprehensive and Appropriate 
Management of Chemical 
Substances

*1
The PRTR Law

Short for “the law 
concerning reporting, 
etc. of the release to the 
environment of specifi c 
chemical substances and 
promoting improvement 
in their management," the 
law requires companies to 
report chemical substances 
of concern under the PRTR 
(Pollutant Release and 
Transfer Register) system. 
The PRTR list includes 354 
substances of concern.

*2
7 production sites

The following seven factories 
use substances of concern 
on the PRTR list: Susono, 
Haibara, Ohama, Shimada, 
Tenryu, Numazu and Fuji.

*3
VOC

Volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs), such as toluene and 
xylene, vaporize and remain 
in the atmosphere in gas 
form. VOCs are a source of 
atmospheric pollution.

*4
9 production sites

The nine sites are the seven 
sites, plus two subsidiaries.

Chemical
Substances
Management

Appropriate Management and Reduction of Chemical Substances

Yazaki Continues to Reduce Chemical Substances in 
Accordance with Goals Set at Each Site
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In February 2005, the Japan Automobile 

Manufacturers Association (JAMA) announced 

a voluntary plan, applicable beginning with 2007 

models, to reduce the concentration levels of 

VOCs in vehicle cabins to a level equal to or lower 

than the indoor VOC concentration levels, as 

recommended by the Ministry of Health, Labor and 

Welfare.

Yazaki has fully cooperated in this reduction 

plan. Based on measuring VOC emissions from 

our products, we set up a database of per-unit 

VOC vaporization volumes* in FY2007. We plan 

to refine the database to calculate total VOC 

vaporization volumes and apply measures for VOC 

reduction in product designs during FY2008.

*Per-unit VOC volumes are calculated in relation 

to a product’s length or weight.

As part of its environmental assessment,*5
the Yazaki Group conducts voluntary soi l 

contamination surveys. Yazaki carried out soil and 

groundwater tests at the business sites where a 

large volume of chlorine-based organic solvents 

had been used until FY2006.

The test results detected residues of chlorine-

based organic solvents at some sites, and we 

started pumping out groundwater and purifying 

it by carbon filtering in FY2007. We also began 

studying methods for soil remedies.

Asbestos construction materials were widely used 

in buildings in Japan due to their durable and heat 

resistant properties, but serious health risks became 

apparent in the 1970s. 

Yazaki has taken measures to remove asbestos. 

In FY2005, Yazaki conducted asbestos inspections, 

and confirmed none of its products or equipment 

contained asbestos and that there was no health 

risk to its customers or employees. Yazaki also 

checked buildings at 130 sites, including factories, 

sales offi ces, and subsidiaries, for use of asbestos 

that could become airborne and found the use of 

asbestos at 12 sites.

As of March 2008, eight sites completed 

remedial work. In the remaining four sites, where 

inspections determined no risk of airborne asbestos, 

Yazaki plans to select an appropriate method and 

implement corrective measures as soon as possible.

Polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB), due to its 

outstanding electric insulation and inflammability, 

was once used in voltage converters, condensers, 

and other electrical equipment. In 1972, however, 

the manufacture and use of PCBs was banned 

in Japan because of its toxicity. But much of the 

equipment used in their manufacture was placed 

in storage facilities for years. The government-led 

PCB waste treatment program started in 2003, 

and Yazaki completed the registration of stored 

equipment that contained high levels of PCB by 

FY2005.

During FY2007, regional municipalities in Aichi 

and Shizuoka prefectures held seminars on the 

PCB waste treatment program, which Yazaki’s 

representatives from the Chubu Customer Center 

and the Washizu Factory*6 attended. According 

to governmental guidance, we will safely transport 

the stored equipment to designated treatment 

facilities, starting at the end of 2008.

Reducing Concentration Levels 
in Vehicle Cabins

Soil Contamination Surveys

PCB Removal

Asbestos Inspection

*5
Environmental 
assessment

We apply a process of 
environmental impact 
assessment, identifying, 
evaluating and predicting 
relevant effects of our 
operations prior to 
developing any projects.

*6
Chubu Customer 
Center and Washizu 
Factory

See page 4
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FY2007 Initiatives

● In response to the ELV Directive, lead-free solder has been promoted

●REACH project teams examined the use of SOC, and took measures to complete REACH pre-registration

The European Commission has recently 

introduced a number of environmental laws and 

EU member states have implemented them: the 

ELV Directive*1 and the RoHS Directive*2 ban or 

limit the use of substances of concern (SOC); the 

EuP Directive*3 requires manufacturers of energy-

using products to carry out lifecycle environmental 

assessment; and REACH*4 regulation aims to 

minimize SOC risks in the environment.

The Yazaki Group has prepared in good faith 

to comply with these environmental regulations. 

We have replaced hexavalent chrome plating with 

trivalent chrome plating. All products containing 

hexavalent chromium were collected from all sites 

around Japan and overseas and appropriately 

disposed of them at a disposal facility in Japan. 

Yazaki has also been voluntarily working on 

eliminating lead from solder since FY2004. 

We continue to monitor and prepare to fully 

comply with the EuP Directive and the Chinese 

version of the RoHS Directive.*5
In cooperation with our business partners in 

Japan, we established a database system to 

manage SOC throughout the entire supply chain 

and to provide such information to our customers. 

In addition, as a global company group, we have 

set up a committee for quality assurance and 

SOC management that involves our production 

sites in China, ASEAN, the Americas, Europe, and 

Japan. The committee regularly meets to share 

information to enhance SOC management on a 

global basis.

The Registration, Evaluation, Authorization 

and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) regulation 

took effect in Europe in June 2007. Under the 

law, manufacturers and importers are required to 

gather information on the properties of chemicals 

contained in their products and register the 

information in a database run by the European 

Chemicals Agency. Pre-registration of substances 

must be done between June 1, 2008, and 

December 1, 2008. Failing to pre-register means 

that manufacturers and importers will no longer be 

able to use or import those substances to the EU 

market.

At Yazaki we have assembled working REACH 

project teams at each production site and in 

each division of sales and purchasing, and we 

have gathered information on chemicals; namely, 

their properties and volume of use. Our research 

extended to our business partners, suppliers, 

and customers. In addition, we held REACH 

Global Conferences four times during FY2007, 

with participants from Europe, the Americas, 

and Japan. The project team members in Japan 

organized 24 briefing sessions on REACH 

regulations for senior managers [above general 

managers] and employees in charge of all different 

divisions at Yazaki between March 2008 and June 

2008.

Yazaki  p lans to complete REACH pre-

registration by November 30, 2008, and to gather 

more information on SVHC*6(Substances of Very 

High Concern).

Steadily Moving toward REACH 
Requirements

Readily Complying with RoHS 
and ELV Directives

*1
ELV directive

The EC directive on End-
of-Life vehicles (ELVs), 
which took in effect in July 
2003, bans the use of four 
substances by automobile 
makers: lead, cadmium, 
mercury and hexavalent 
chromium.

*2
RoHS Directive

The restriction on the 
use of certain Hazardous 
Substances (RoHS) 
Directive limits the use 
of designated hazardous 
substances in electric and 
electronic appliances and 
equipment. It bans the
placing on the EU market 
of new products containing 
more than agreed levels of 
lead, mercury, cadmium, 
hexavalent chromium, PBB 
(polybrominated biphenyl) 
and PBDE (polybrominated 
diphenyl ether) from July 6, 
2006.

*3
EuP Directive

The directive on the eco-
design of Energy-using 
Products (EuP) established 
a framework under which 
manufacturers of electrical 
equipment (energy-using 
products) to carry out 
lifecycle assessment on the 
environmental impact of their 
products. The directive came 
into force in August 2005.

*4
REACH

Registration, Evaluation, 
Authorisation and Restriction 
of Chemicals: The regulation 
come into force in June 2007, 
requiring manufacturers and 
importers to assess and 
manage the risks associated 
with chemical substances.

*5
The Chinese version of 
RoHS Directive

The Chinese RoHS directive 
also bans the use of the 
same six substances in 
electronic products as the 
EU directive. The Chinese 
regulation came into force in 
March 2007.

*6
SVHC
Substances of Very High 
Concern

Environmental 
Impact
Reduction of 
Products

Ban and Restriction on SOC

Yazaki Steadfastly Fortifi es SOC Management in 
Compliance with EU Legislation

Environmental Aspects
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FY2007 Initiatives and AchievementsFY2007 Goals

●Obtain a Type III EcoLeaf label for a cable 
product

●The EM-EEF Ecology Cable *7 obtained the 
Type III EcoLeaf label *8

The Yazaki Group has introduced a life-

cycle assessment (LCA)*9  process in the 

development and design of its products. Design 

and development divisions set up the LCA Process 

Working Group, which examines LCA calculation 

methods and valuation systems by product, 

and regularly tests the LCA analysis systems to 

develop the best LCA calculation tools. The Group 

has facilitated the evaluation of environmental 

impact for different products. 

Thanks to our LCA analysis and valuation 

systems, Yazaki’s EM-EEF Ecology Cable 

obtained the industry’s first Type III label in the 

EcoLeaf labeling program. The EcoLeaf label 

discloses information about the environmental 

impacts of a product or service, and the program 

is administered by the Japan Environmental 

Management Association for Industry (JEMAI). 

Since Yazaki was the first in the electric wire 

industry to apply for the EcoLeaf label, JEMAI had 

to create Product Category Rules (PCR) for wires 

and cables, for which Yazaki contributed some 

proposals.

To qualify for a Type III EcoLeaf label, we 

submitted a comprehensive LCA report on the EM-

EEF cables with analysis and evaluative data on 

energy use (power, gas and water) in manufacture; 

energy use in facilities, such as for lighting and air 

conditioning; and energy use in the collection and 

recycling of used cables. 

The EcoLeaf label shows our commitment to 

environmental conservation activities, and Yazaki 

plans to continue to elevate awareness of LCA and 

environmental management.

First EcoLeaf Label in Electric 
Wire Industry

*9
LCA (life-cycle 
assessment)

LCA is a process 
of examination and 
qualitative analysis of the 
environmental impacts 
of a product in its full life 
cycle, from raw material 
production, manufacture, 
and use to disposal.

The EcoLeaf registration certificate issued by 
JEMAI

*7
Ecology Cable

Ecology Cable uses a highly 
recyclable polyethylene 
coating and doesn’t contain 
halogen elements like 
chlorine, so it doesn’t release 
any halogen gas when 
burned.

*8
EcoLeaf
Environmental Label

The label highlights that 
information on quantitative 
environmental impacts 
throughout the life cycle of 
a product or a service has 
been disclosed and certifi ed 
by a third-party institution.

The EcoLeaf label is printed on the shrink 
wrap of the EM-EEF cables

社会性報告環境保全活動報告Environmentally Considerate Design Environmental Aspects

Yazaki Successfully Obtained the First EcoLeaf Label in 
the Electric Wire Industry through the Application of LCA in 
Product Development and Design
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Analysis in Multi-Layered Plate Elements

FY2007 Initiatives and AchievementsFY2007 Goals

●Conduct assessment of all development 
themes for environmentally friendly products

●Acquire environmentally harmonious 
product certification for at least 50% of our 
products

●Successful development of SOC analysis 
technology in plates

● A lightweight junction box made with lead-free 
solder

● A wireless alarm system built entirely with 
lead-free solder

●Development of a wood pellet fired Aroace 
chiller/heater model

● A fiber optic splice unit made compact and 
easy to assemble

ICP-AES* analysis
(Weight 1 minus 2)

(1) Weight measurement 
of an plate

(2) Weight measurement 
(including Pb, Cd, Cr, 

and Hg in plate)

[including Pb,
 Cd, Cr, and Hg]

Symbols in the chart 
Sn: Tin, Cu: Copper, PB: Lead, Cd: Cadnium, Cr: Chronium,
 Hg: Mercury, and Zn: Zinc

Sn

Cu (underlayer)

Cu, or Cu/Zn (metal object)

Separation of the first layer
(Dissolving only tin plate)

Layers

Solution

A tin-plated object 

Plate separation solution

The EVL Directive*1 and RoHS Directive*2 are 

EU laws that require industry to examine multi-

layered plates with a mixture of chemical elements 

and detect any substances of concern. Current 

conventional analysis methods, however, may not 

accurately examine all layers because variations in 

coating thickness sometimes make it too diffi cult to 

isolate elements for analysis. Since 2006, Yazaki 

has worked on finding new technologies for more 

precise analysis, and it has established a new 

method that utilizes a plate separation solution and 

a separating gel for molecular recognition, while 

maintaining consistent recognition ability even with 

low lead content. During the development process, 

we have applied for four patents.

The new method provides accuracy and 

consistency in the analysis of plates even for a small 

plated object with a complicated shape as long as 

the object weighs more than 10mg.

*1
ELV directive

The EC directive on End-
of-Life vehicles (ELVs), 
which took effect in July 
2003, bans the use of four 
substances by automobile 
makers: lead, cadmium, 
mercury and hexavalent 
chromium.

*2
RoHS Directive

The restriction on the 
use of certain Hazardous 
Substances (RoHS) 
Directive limits the use 
of designated hazardous 
substances in electric and 
electronic appliances and 
equipment. It bans the
placing on the EU market 
of new products containing 
more than agreed levels of 
lead, mercury, cadmium, 
hexavalent chromium, PBB 
(polybrominated biphenyl) 
and PBDE (polybrominated 
diphenyl ether) from July 6, 
2006.

Environmental Friendly Product: Yazaki 
Research and Technology Center

Development of Technology for SOC 
Analysis in Multi-Layered Plates

Reduction of 
Environmental 
Load of 
Products

Environmentally Friendly Products

Yazaki Works at Developing Technology and Products 
that Contribute to Environmental Preservation and Energy 
Conservation
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Comparisons of Heater/Chiller Types and CO2

Emission Estimates*5

Kerosene oil
Electricity

80

40

120

160

Conventional m
odels 

(15 years in use)

Kerosene
oil-powered m

odel

One wood pellet-fueled 
model and one kerosene 
oil-powered model

Three wood pellet-fueled 
model and one kerosene 
oil-powered model

Five wood 
pellet-fueled m

odels

M
ulti Building m

odel 

E
lectric chiller

0

（t /year）

*7*6

The Yazaki Group has developed a new in-cabin 

junction block,*3 an important component of wire 

harnesses for automobiles. Lightweight with high 

circuit density, the block helps lower vehicle weight 

for better fuel economy.  

The adoption of a metal core substrate that 

effectively disperses heat has enabled narrower 

and finer conductive pathways, affording more 

space for the densely layered circuits on the board. 

The new block contains circuit wiring volume that 

has increased by 35% compared to our earlier 

blocks.

To build the junction block, 

Yazaki now uses a new lead-

free soldering technique that 

was developed despite the 

challenges associated with 

a metal core substrate that 

tended to absorb the heat 

from soldering.

Normally, a conventional gas leak alarm system 

with a shut-off valve for residential use must be 

connected by wire to a gas meter, which requires 

making a hole in a house wall. Yazaki has now 

developed a wireless alarm system that keeps 

house walls intact. The wireless signal transmitter 

is light and small and has been tested repeatedly 

to ensure 100% detection of gas leaks, as well as 

to avoid other malfunctions in the system.

The system is built entirely with lead-free solder, 

a first-time achievement for this type of system 

at Yazaki’s Gas Equipment Development Center. 

In addition, it uses only screws plated in trivalent 

chrome, eliminating any hexavalent chrome 

plating.

In collaboration with three municipalities in Japan, 

Yazaki has developed a business project to produce 

wood pellets from woodchips and sawdust and to 

use wood biomass as fuel. Wood pellet fuel is 

carbon neutral*4 and helps reduce CO2 emissions 

when used as an energy source for heating or 

cooling.

Yazaki’s Environmental System R&D Center has 

been developing a wood pellet fi red Aroace chiller/

heater model for commercial use since 2006. Once 

the model is widely 

used, demand for wood 

pellet fuel will grow, 

lowering the cost of 

w o o d  p e l l e t s  a n d 

maintenance expenses.

A fi ber optic splice unit is installed inside a main 

distribution frame (for example, a 19-inch cabinet) 

used in a commercial or residential building. The 

unit connects internal fi ber optical cables to outside 

cables or to switches between them. 

Yazaki has made the unit compact, 33% shorter 

than an average unit, through rearranging an 

adaptor inside. The design change has also cut 

assembly time at the factory by 25%.

A new junction box with 
35% more circuit volume

a wood pellet fired Aroace chiller/
heater in use in the Y-TOWN

*3
Junction block

A junction block is a box 
for protecting the pins and 
terminals used in the area 
of wiring harnesses where 
wires are joined, branched, 
and relayed.

*4
Carbon neutral

Biomass fuel is considered 
carbon neutral, having no 
net release of CO2 into the 
atmosphere, since burning 
biomass fuel returns CO2

to the atmosphere that was 
absorbed as the plants 
grew.

Environmentally Friendly Product: Electric Wire 
Division

Fiber Optic Splice Unit Made 
Compact and Densely Packaged

Environmentally Friendly Product: Automotive Division

Lightweight, Lead-Free Junction 
Block

Environmentally Friendly Product: Environmental 
and Energy Equipment Division

Lead-Free, Wireless Alarm System 
for Gas Leak Detection

Environmentally Friendly Product: Environmental 
and Energy Equipment Division

Wood Pellet–Powered Commercial 
Chiller/Heater System

*5
Estimates are based on:

The use in an offi ce building
Area: 4,300m2
Cooling energy: 530kW
Operation:
From 8am to 8pm
CASCADE3.1 Load Data by 
The Society of Heating, Air-
Conditioning and Sanitary 
Engineers of Japan
CO2 emissions intensity: 
Electricity 0.381kg-CO2/kW
Kerosene oil  2.49kg-CO2/
liter

*6
Multi Building

Multi-type electric-powered 
heat pump for air conditioning 
in commercial buildings

*7
Electric chiller

Electric-powered chiller for 
air conditioning

社会性報告Environmental Aspects
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Environmental Policy
Based on the Yazaki Environmental Charter, we strive to contribute to the local community and help preserve the environment 
through practicing environmentally considerate production in harmony with nature.

Established:   1973
Main business:   Wire harnesses production 
Location:     Tsukinami 500 Nasu-Karasuyama City, 
   Tochigi Prefecture
Land area:    31,814m2

Building area:   10,232m2

Number of employees:  978 (including subsidiaries)

Nasu-Karasuyama City was formed through the merger of two towns, Minami 
Nasu and Karasuyama in 2005. The city is surrounded by nature, and close to 
the Nakagawa Prefectural Nature Park. Its residents increasingly work in the 
service industry.

employees to comprehend and accept the need to 
streamline our processes, in FY2007 we set up “Survivor 
Road” along our production lines, where various visually 
presented projects for improvements are displayed. 
Everyone can see the projects in Survivor Road, so that 
participating project members feel positive about being 
constantly involved, raising their sense of responsibility 
and boosting morale. 

Information about safety and environment, on which we 
place particular emphasis, is prominently displayed at the 
entrance to the Survival Road for everyone to view before 
they start their work. Updated information is also uploaded 
onto the Intranet. 

Through these 
activities, we make 
information open and 
very accessible to 
everyone at the plant.

The Tochigi Factory is a main site of production of wire 
harnesses for automobiles, primarily supplying Honda 
Motor Co., and has manufacturing subsidiaries in Aomori, 
Niigata, and Fukushima prefectures. We play a role in 
planning and managing all the products that our company 
produces globally for Honda.

Currently, we are marshalling all our efforts to streamline 
and improve production processes and methods at the 
Tochigi Plant. Our efforts are geared not only to lowering 

environmental loads, 
including CO2 reduction, 
but to strengthening our 
competitiveness to 
match the cost of 
overseas production, 
thereby maintaining 
employment here. 
To allow our 

Specialized in the manufacture of wire harnesses

The Tochigi Factory, Yazaki Parts Co., Ltd.

Survival through bolstering cost competitiveness, 
without compromising safety or environmental 
considerations

1)Preserve the environment by saving resources and reducing waste in all 
processes of wire harness manufacture from R&D and production to 
distribution.

2)Prevent environmental damages in case of an industrial accident or other 
emergencies by strictly following our prepared guidelines .

3) Fully comply with laws and regulations to preserve the environment.

4) Set goals and achieve them in our environmental activities; and review and 
continue improving the environmental management systems.

5）Have all employees understand and the environmental policy and 
encourage them to join efforts for environmental preservation.

The Survivor Road at the plant

Kanichiro Osada
Factory Manager
Tochigi Factory

Report from the Frontlines: 1. Tochigi Factory, Yazaki Parts Co., Ltd.

Visual displays and communication tools help accelerate 
streamlining efforts and deepen employees’ understanding of 
environmental and safety issues
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cutting daily travel by 1,387 km and fuel consumption by 
354 liters. Niigata Parts Co., Ltd., a subsidiary, also 
reduced two delivery runs to one, shortening their daily 
travel distance by 82 km and saving 14 liters of gas.

My former boss taught me a phrase: “Use not only your 
words but your heart in making wire harnesses.” At the 
Tochigi Factory, it’s been a tradition to maintain close 
relations and engage in heart-to-heart dialogue with our 
stakeholders. I personally learned the significance of this 
tradition through work experiences overseas. Incidentally, 
the Survivor Road in one sense derived from my earnest 
desire to protect employment in our community. 

In FY2007 we published our Environmental Report for 
employees’ families to further deepen their understanding 
of environmental issues, as well as to increase 
opportunities to dialogue with them by holding such family 
friendly events as employee birthday parties. 

To promote smooth communication, our senior 
managers and executives make it a rule to visit our 
customers and suppliers at least once a month. In 
December 2007, we held the first Stakeholders’ Meeting, 
inviting representatives from the community and our 
business partners. While the participants voiced their 
appreciation for learning about the objectives of operations 
at the plant, they also made many suggestions and 
proposals since the meeting, and we have duly 
implemented many of them to improve our operations.

The Tochigi Factory, together with our three subsidiaries, 
consume substantial amounts of energy in distributing and 
delivering parts and products, as our products must be 
delivered to customers located as far away as Western 
Japan. We have optimized delivery routes, modified 
distribution methods, and increased the efficiency of cargo 
shipping in order to save energy. We recently succeeded in 
reducing three scheduled truck distributions per day, 

Reducing the use of fuel by improvements in 
distribution

C O L U M N

  In the manufacture of wire 
harnesses, some waste from wire is 
inevitably generated. However, this 
waste can be effectively reduced and 
reused. Moreover, copper in the waste 
is valuable and can be resold for 
profit, once we properly sort the waste 
materials.
The majority of wire waste comes 
from trial processes in the equipment 
that assembles terminals to join wires. Every time we change 
sizes of terminals, we must conduct trial runs. Accordingly, 
we have notified all our workers about how to reduce wire 
waste during the trial runs, which has resulted not only in 
reducing waste, but also in raising productivity.
The waste is sold to recyclers, but pure copper wire is priced 
much higher than terminal material such as plated tin. When 
even a tiny amount of terminal material is mixed in with 300 
kg of copper wire wastes, recyclers won’t accept it at pure 
copper prices. Properly and thoroughly sorting out wastes is 
not easy, and I concluded that changing our employees’ 
attitudes toward waste would be necessary. We took them to 
a recycler’s factory to observe the recycling process and 
encouraged them to understand how reselling prices differ 
drastically between copper and mixed copper waste. After the 
visit, the employees prepared graphic tables to illustrate 
improvements in the proper sorting of wastes, and the results 
are surprising. We continue to make every effort to 
strengthen cost competitiveness, while contributing both to 
environmental preservation and increased profitability.

By reducing and reusing wire waste, we contribute 
both to environmental preservation and profitability

Syuichi Oomori
Production Department

Graphic displays for employees about policies for wire waste reduction and recycling

Placing importance in connecting with 
employees, communities, and business partners

All employees show their pledges to 
environmental preservation

The Environmental Report 
for employees’ families
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1. Reduce environmental loads by focusing on the following measures:

(1)  Waste reduction
●Promote zero emissions
●Increase recycled waste

(2)  Against global warming
?Reduce CO2 emissions through effective energy use

2. Continuously improve the environmental management systems to prevent pollution

3. Fully comply with laws and regulations to preserve the environment

4. Set goals to achieve in our environmental activities, and regularly review them

5. Inform and encourage all employees to participate in our environmental 
activities

6. Publicize whenever necessary the Yazaki Global Environmental Charter 
and Niimi Factory Environmental Policy.

Established:  1974
Main business:  Wire harnesses production
Locaiton:   Nishigata 2117-1, Niimi City, Okayama Prefecture
Land area:   54,030m2

Building area:  12,7171m2

Employees:  723 

In March 2005 Niimi City was formed through the merger of five towns, Niimi, 

Oosa, Shingou, Tetta, and Nishigata.

The city is famous for such products as large black seedless grapes (named 

New Pione) and blades and knives. 

is one of the largest employers with advanced technology, 
and we take a leadership role in environmental activities, 
including energy saving, waste reduction, and preservation 
of the local environment.

In production areas, we have substantially reduced CO2

emissions by replacing equipment and facilities with more 
energy-efficient models. To further reduce CO2 emissions 
from the plant, we have focused on saving energy in 
offices, particularly by cutting daily electricity and kerosene 
oil use.

We have already adopted the practice of turning off office 
lights during lunch and other breaks. Individual ceiling 
lights can be turned on and off with manual switches, and 
our efforts have focused on frequently turning off 
unnecessary lights during the day. Office machines like 
copiers, scanners, printers and plotters are shut off after 
5:00 PM to eliminate the power used for standby mode. 
Those who need to use machines after 5:00 PM are 
responsible for turning them off. A computer manual has 
been distributed to everyone to inform them that each 
computer must be set up to switch the screen off after the 
computer is not in use for a certain number of minutes. 

Located in Western Japan, the Niimi Factory and its 
subsidiaries (Okayama Parts, Yamaguchi Parts, Higashi 
Shikoku Parts, and Minami Shikoku Parts) play a pivotal 
role in meeting production needs in the region. To further 
promote environmental activities, we have established 
environmental management systems in concert with all of 
these subsidiaries, and we have obtained ISO14001 
certification to cover all production bases.

We boast of the fact that 95% of Niimi Plant employees 
come from this area, which is unique among Yazaki group 

companies. We continue to recruit 
new employees from the local 
community, which contributes to 
job creation. We therefore place 
importance in community relations 
and activities. The Niimi Factory 

Specializing in the manufacture of wire harnesses

The Niimi Factory, Yazaki Parts Co., Ltd. 

Taking leadership in the community

Making small improvements in our daily work 
has led to a 6% CO2 reduction

Environmental Policy
Based on the Yazaki Global Environmental Charter, we strive to promote our environmental activities as below, while creating harmonious
relations with nature and the local community.

Kiyoshi Yoshitomi

Factory Manager
Niimi Factory

Report from the Frontlines:2. The Niimi Factory, Yazaki Parts Co., Ltd.

Specializing in the manufacture of high-quality, high-precision 
wire harnesses, the plant also strives to prevent global warming 
and to reduce waste
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In light of the Yazaki’s corporate motto, “A Corporation 
needed by Society,” the Niimi Factory develops and 
maintains close relations with its community through 
participating in local activities and promoting exchange 
visits. For example, local high school students are invited 
to gain work experience, while our employees take part in 
a clean-up campaign in the local Joyama Park. We also 
sponsor a softball 
tournament for elementary 
school pupils. We plan 
to continue to forge 
relations with the 
community by earning 
their trust and sharing 
our experiences.

To decrease oil use 
for heating and cooling, 
we have reviewed pre-set 
temperatures for air 
conditioners and heaters, 
as well as getting rid of 
older, energy-inefficient 
models.

By making such small, but meaning improvements, we 
were able to reduce CO2 missions during FY2007 to 2,224 
tons, down 6% from the prior year.

The Niimi Factory has a goal of reducing paper use by 
30% (6% annually) between FY2005 and 2009. Our 
Manufacturing Engineering Department prints out designs 
mainly on request by affiliated companies and other 
departments, and their paper use amounts to 13.6% of the 
total use at the Plant. The department has accelerated its 
efforts to cut down paper use since FY2005. 

In FY2004 the department used an average of 400,000 
sheets of A4-size paper monthly (when all sizes of paper 
used were converted into A4-sized paper). In order to 
reduce paper consumption, the department conducted a 
survey on the printouts needed by other departments and 
affiliated companies and then modified its process for 
printout requests. Now, instead of producing designs for all 
requests, the department only prints out designs when it 
receives a form certifying that the printouts are absolutely 
necessary. Managers have also called for cooperation by 
other departments to raise awareness about saving paper.

As a result, the department cut paper use by 38% 
between FY2005 and 2008, with an average of 246,000 
sheets of A4-sized paper monthly in FY2007. The Niimi 
Factory as a whole achieved a 26.9% reduction in paper 
use in the past three years.

We are planning further ways to cut down paper use by 
promoting paperless systems for computerized design 
databases.

Promoting exchanges 
with the community as a good neighbor

C O L U M N

Paper use is down 38% in 3 years, thanks to 
a meticulous review of the need for design 
printouts

Ceiling lights can be individually switched on and off

A team in the Manufacturing Engineering 
Department devises new ways to cut paper use

Yazaki-sponsored softball tournament

In the process of manufacturing 
wire harnesses, terminals are 
joined to the ends of wires 
by a machine. Every time 
specifications change, trial
runs and adjustments to the 
machine must be performed 
to comply with the standards
set for terminal attachment
with specified wire lengths. To 
reduce the amount of wire wastes generated in trial runs, we 
assessed this process and were able to shorten the wires used 
in a trial from 200 mm to 150 mm. We also set a ceiling for wire 
to be used in each specification change. As a result, we 
achieved a 10% decrease in wire waste.

When recycling the wastes, wires and terminals must be 
properly separated for collection. In the past the separation was 
done manually, which took time and was inefficient. We have 
invented a machine that separates terminals from wires 
automatically by simply
inserting the ends of 
wires into the machine, 
which results in higher 
efficiency.

As part of reducing waste, we have succeeded in 
saving more wire and devising an efficient recycling process

Reporting on saving wire and recycling waste:

Hiroyuki Nishida, Kenichiro Horiguchi
Production Department

Wires joined by terminals A machine to separate 
terminals

Terminals
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Environmental Performance at Japanese Production Sites

YAZAKI ● Social & Environmental Report 200859

(Conforming to the Air 
Pollution Control Law and prefectural regulations)

(Conforming to the Water Pollution Control Law and 
prefectural regulations)

Total nitrogen

(Conforming to the Water Pollution Control Law 
and prefectural regulations)

RELEASE
USE

CO2 emissions: 
109,674 tons

Recycled waste volume: 
2,511 tons

Landfill waste: ZeroWastewater
Total volume of wastewater:

○ 
○ 
○ 
○ 

The use of resources

：110,000 tons
：1.26 x 106GJ

：2,984 tons

：4,888,000m3

Materials
Energy
Substances
in the PRTR list

Water
for industrial use

1. Prevention of global warming (reduction of CO2 emissions)

2. Reduction in substances of concern (chemical substance management)

3. Reduction in waste (zero emissions from factories)

Thirteen Production Sites
Hamamatsu Factory, Ohama Factory, Tenryu Factory, Haibara 

Factory, Shimada Factory, Fuji Factory, Numazu Factory, Susono 

Factory, Daito Factory, Tochigi Factory, Niimi Factory, Hotozawa 

Factory, Washizu Factory

● Use of Resources and Release of Waste and Substances to the Environment at 13 Production Sites in FY2007

All 13 production sites

Waste volume: 
3,108 tons

Hamamatsu Factory Location: Higashi-machi 740, Minami-ku,
Hamamatsu City, Shizuoka Prefecture

Main Products: Absorption chiller/heater, solar-powered water heater

●Air Pollution Data

Substance Equipment
Emission limits

Actual
measurement

Total emissions1 
(g/year)Air Pollution 

Control Law
Prefectural
regulations

Voluntary limits

NOx(ppm)
3-ton boiler

150 Not applicable 
2 150

95 474,686

4-ton boiler 77 64,684

PM*
(g/Nm3)

3-ton boiler
0.10 Not applicable 

2 0.10
Less than 0.01 —

4-ton boiler Less than 0.01 —

PM: Particulate matter: 1. Total emissions of NOx are indicated in gram/year.
2.  Regulations in Shizuoka prefecture don’t apply to boilers, while Hamamatsu city ordinances have the same limits as those in Water Pollution Control Law.

●Water Pollution Data 

Substance
(mg/L except for pH) 

Emission limits Actual measurement

Water Pollution 
Control Law

Prefectural
regulations/
ordinances *

Voluntary 
limits Maximum Minimum Average

pH 5.8～8.6 — 5.8～8.6 8.1 6.4 7.3

BOD 160（120） 25（20） 20 6.4 1.1 3.6

COD 160（120） — 20 19.4 9.7 15.1

SS 200（150） 50（40） 35 25 2 9.3

Mineral oil 5 5 3 Less than１ Less than１ Less than１

Organic oil 30 30 30 Less than
0.05

Less than
0.05

Less than
0.05

Copper 3 1 1 0.09 Less than
0.05

Less than
0,06

Fluorine 8 — 8 2 2 2

Zinc 2 1 1 0.96 Less than
0.05

Less than
0.2

Soluble iron 10 — 1 0.2 Less than
0.1

Less than
0.15

Soluble
manganese

10 — 8 Less than
0.1

Less than
0.1

Less than
0.1

Total nitrogen 120（60） — 120（60） 46.3 46.3 46.3

Total phosphorus 16（8） — 16（8） 3.99 3.99 3.99

Zinc 0.1 — 0.1 Less than
0.01

Less than
0.01

Less than
0.01

Abbreviations
pH: Hydrogen ion concentration BOD: Biochemical oxygen demand
COD: Chemical oxygen demand SS: Concentration of suspended solids in water
( ): Regulatory limits on average
*Stricter regulatory limits to protect the Tenryu river apply.

●Water Pollution Data

Substance
(mg/L except for pH)

Emission limits Actual measurement

Water Pollution 
Control Law

Prefectural
regulations/
ordinances

Voluntary 
limits Maximum Minimum Average

pH 5.8～8.6 5.8～8.6 6.0～8.4 7.8 7.4 7.6

BOD 160（20） 25（20） 15 4.7 Less than
1.0 3.5

COD 160（20） 25（20） （15） 5.5 2.2 3.7

SS 200（150） 50（40） 25 Less than
5.0

Less than
5.0

Less than
5.0

Mineral oil 5 3 2 Less than
1.0

Less than
1.0

Less than
1.0

Copper 3 1 0.8 Less than
1.0

Less than
1.0

Less than
1.0

Fluorine 15 15 0.6 Less than
0.1

Less than
0.1

Less than
0.1

Zinc 2 1 0.8 Less than
0.05

Less than
0.05

Less than
0.05

Soluble iron 10 10 7 Less than
0.1 0.1 Less than

0.1

Lead 0.1 0.01 0.01 Less than
0.01

Less than
0.01

Less than
0.01

Abbreviations
pH: Hydrogen ion concentration BOD: Biochemical oxygen demand
COD: Chemical oxygen demand SS: Concentration of suspended solids in water
( ): Regulatory limits on average

●The PRTR Designated Substances

Substance
(kg)*

Volume 
handled

Volume released to: Volume 
transferred

Volume 
removed

Volume 
consumed

Air Water Disposal inside 
the factory

Toluene 17,001 16,262 — — 739 — —

Nickel 4,050 — — — 0 — 4,050

Lead 984 — — — 0 — 984

Disclosed as reported to local authorities
* Class I chemical substances, excluding dioxins: kg; Dioxins: mg-TEQ
Volume transferred: Volume transferred out of this production site (excluding materials sold for recycling)
Volume removed: Volume of substances that were converted into other substances through incineration, 
neutralization, decomposition, reaction, etc.
Volume consumed: Volume of substances that were converted into other substances through reaction, or 
transferred out of this production site as part of products

This factory does not use any substance subject to the PRTR system.

●The PRTR Designated Substances

Ohama Factory Location: Kunikane 1360, Kakegawa City, 
Shizuoka Prefecture

Main Products: Terminals and junction blocks

This factory does not have facilities subject to the Air Pollution Control Law.

●Air Pollution Data
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Control Law and prefectural regulations)
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Tenryu Factory
Main Products: Gas meters, gas security systems

●Air Pollution Data

Substance Equipment
Emission limits

Actual
measurement

Total 
emissions1   

(g/year)Air Pollution 
Control Law

Prefectural
regulations Voluntary limits

NOx(ppm)

Aluminum
melting
furnace

180 180 180 Less than 3 —

PM* (g/Nm3) 0.2 0.2 0.2 Less than
0.001 —

SOx(Nm3/h) 0.672 0.672 0.672 Less than
0.006 —

Hydrogen chloride 
(g/Nm3) 80 80 80 1.3 —

Chlorine (g/Nm3) 30 30 30 0.7 —

Fluorine compounds 
(g/Nm3) 10 3 3 Less than

0.8 —

PM: Particulate matter
* The Air Pollution Control Law doesn’t apply to aluminum melting furnaces, but the Tenryu Factory set 
emission limits voluntarily.

●Water Pollution Data

Substance
(mg/L except for 

pH)

Emission limits Actual measurement

Water Pollution 
Control Law

Prefectural
regulations

Voluntary
limits Maximum Minimum Average

pH 5.8～8.6 5.8～8.6 6.0～8.4 8.1 7.7 7.9

BOD 160（120） 25（20） 15 1.8 Less than
1.0 1.3

COD 160（120） 25（20） 15 2.1 Less than
1.0 1.4

SS 200（150） 50（40） 30 Less than
5.0

Less than
5.0

Less than
5.0

Mineral oil 5 5 3 Less than
2.5

Less than
2.5

Less than
2.5

Organic oil 30 30 3 Less than
2.5

Less than
2.5

Less than
2.5

Fluorine 8 8 8 0.4 0.2 0.3

Zinc 2 2 1 0.16 Less than
0.05 0.13

Soluble iron 10 10 8 Less than
0.1

Less than
0.1

Less than
0.1

Soluble
manganese 10 10 8 Less than

0.1
Less than

0.1
Less than

0.1

Lead 0.1 0.1 0.1 Less than
0.01

Less than
0.01

Less than
0.01

Dichloromethane 0.2 0.2 0.2 Less than
0.002

Less than
0.002

Less than
0.002

Carbon
tetrachloride 0.02 0.02 0.02 Less than

0.0002
Less than

0.0002
Less than

0.0002

Selenium 0.1 0.1 0.1 Less than
0.01

Less than
0.01

Less than
0.01

Abbreviations
pH: Hydrogen ion concentration BOD: Biochemical oxygen demand
COD: Chemical oxygen demand SS: Concentration of suspended solids in water
( ): Regulatory limits on average

●The PRTR Designated Substances

Substance
(kg)*

Volume 
handled

Volume released to: Volume 
transferred

Volume 
removed

Volume 
consumedAir Water Disposal inside the 

factory

Xylene 14,989 14,695 — — 294 — —

Toluene 10,582 10,374 — — 208 — —

Disclosed as reported to local authorities
* Class I chemical substances, excluding dioxins: kg; Dioxins: mg-TEQ
Volume transferred: Volume transferred out of this production site (excluding materials sold for recycling)
Volume removed: Volume of substances that were converted into other substances through incineration, 
neutralization, decomposition, reaction, etc.
Volume consumed: Volume of substances that were converted into other substances through reaction, or 
transferred out of this production site as part of products

Haibara Factory
Main Products: Connectors, dies, W/H manufacturing equipment, wiring and electronic parts

●Air Pollution Data

Substance Equipment
Emission limits

Actual
measurement

Total 
emissions1   

(g/year)Air Pollution 
Control Law

Prefectural
regulations

Voluntary 
limits

NOx(ppm)
Boiler (CH-1-1) 150 150 100 77 985

Boiler (CH-1-2) 150 150 100 64 886

PM* (g/Nm3)
Boiler (CH-1-1) 0.1 0.1 0.05 0.01 —

Boiler (CH-1-2) 0.1 0.1 0.05 0.01 —

PM: Particulate matter

●Water Pollution Data

Substance
(mg/L except for 

pH)

Emission limits Actual measurement

Water Pollution 
Control Law

Prefectural
regulations

Voluntary 
limits Maximum Minimum Average

pH 5.8～8.6 5.8～8.6 6.2～8.2 7.3 6.4 6.9

BOD 160（120） 25（20） 10 2.6 0.5 1.07

COD 160（120） 25（20） 15 14 4 6.51

SS 200（150） 50（40） 20 1.8 ＮＤ 1.33

Mineral oil 5 5 2.5 Less than1 Less than1 Less than1

Organic oil 30 30 2.5 Less than1 Less than1 Less than1

Copper 3 3 1.5 Less than
0.05

Less than
0.05

Less than
0.05

Fluorine 8 8 4 Less than
0.2

Less than
0.2

Less than
0.2

Zinc 2 2 1.5 Less than
0.05

Less than
0.05

Less than
0.05

Soluble iron 10 10 5 Less than
0.1

Less than
0.1

Less than
0.1

Soluble
manganese 10 10 5 Less than

0.1
Less than

0.1
Less than

0.1

Total nitrogen 120（60） 120（60） 30 4.1 4.1 4.1

Total phosphorus 16（8） 16（8） 6 0.2 0.2 0.2

Lead 0.1 0.1 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.01

Abbreviations
pH: Hydrogen ion concentration BOD: Biochemical oxygen demand
COD: Chemical oxygen demand SS: Concentration of suspended solids in water
( ): Regulatory limits on average
*ND (Not detected): Below the detection level of suspended solids

●The PRTR Designated Substances

Substance
(kg)*

Volume 
handled

Volume released to: Volume 
transferred

Volume 
removed

Volume 
consumedAir Water Deposited inside the 

factory

Toluene 4,916 4,016 — — 900 — —

Lead 4,619 — — — 4,165 — 454 

Disclosed as reported to local authorities
* Class I chemical substances, excluding dioxins: kg; Dioxins: mg-TEQ
Volume transferred: Volume transferred out of this production site (excluding materials sold for recycling)
Volume removed: Volume of substances that were converted into other substances through incineration, 
neutralization, decomposition, reaction, etc.
Volume consumed: Volume of substances that were converted into other substances through reaction, or 
transferred out of this production site as part of products

(Conforming to the Water Pollution Control Law 
and prefectural regulations)

(Conforming to the Water Pollution Control Law 
and prefectural regulations)

(Conforming to the Air Pollution Control Law and 
prefectural regulations)

Location: Minamikashima 23, Futamata-cho, 
Hamamatsu City, Shizuoka Prefecture

Location: Nunohikihara 206-1, Makinohara City, 
Shizuoka Prefecture
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Shimada Factory
Main Products: Combination meters for automobiles

●The PRTR Designated Substances

Substance
(kg)*

Volume 
handled

Volume released to:
Volume 

transferred
Volume 
removed

Volume 
consumed

Air Water Disposal inside 
the factory

Ethylbenzene 1,456 1,311 — — 146 — —

Xylene 3,650 3,285 — — 365 — —

Water-soluble 
copper salts 7,568 — — — 7,568 — —

Toluene 6,647 5,983 — — 665 — —

Lead and lead 
compounds 4,214 — — — 570 — 3,644

Disclosed as reported to local authorities
* Class I chemical substances, excluding dioxins: kg; Dioxins: mg-TEQ
Volume transferred: Volume transferred out of this production site (excluding materials sold for recycling)
Volume removed: Volume of substances that were converted into other substances through incineration, 
neutralization, decomposition, reaction, etc.
Volume consumed: Volume of substances that were converted into other substances through reaction, or 
transferred out of this production site as part of products

This factory does not have facilities subject to the Air Pollution Control Law.

●Air Pollution Data

●Water Pollution Data

Substance
(mg/L except for pH)

Emission limits Actual measurement

Water Pollution 
Control Law

Prefectural
regulations/
ordinances

Voluntary
limits Maximum Minimum Average

ｐＨ 5.8～8.6 5.8～8.6 6.5～8.0 7.9 6.8 7.3

ＢＯＤ 160（120） 25（20） 15（10） 8.1 Less than
0.5 2.6

ＳＳ 200（150） 60（40） 30（20） 13 Less than
1.0 2.8

Mineral oil 5 5 1.5 1 Less than
0.5

Less than
0.5

Copper 3 1 0.2 Less than
0.1

Less than
0.1

Less than
0.1

Zinc 2 2 0.2 0.2 Less than
0.05

Less than
0.05

Soluble iron 10 10 0.5 0.2 Less than
0.1

Less than
0.1

Total chromium 2 2 0.2 Less than
0.05

Less than
0.05

Less than
0.05

Hexavalent
chromium 0.5 0.5 0.05 Less than

0.05
Less than

0.05
Less than

0.05

Abbreviations
pH: Hydrogen ion concentration BOD: Biochemical oxygen demand
SS: Concentration of suspended solids in water
( ): Regulatory limits on average

Fuji Factory
Main Products: Copper rods, cables for indoor use, automotive cable, PVC compounds

●Air Pollution Data

PM: Particulate matter

Substance Equipment
Emission limits

Actual
measurement

Total 
emissions

(g/year)Air Pollution 
Control Law

Prefectural
regulations/
ordinances

Disposal inside the 
factory

ＮＯx(ppm)

Furnace

180 180 180 29 3,680

ＳＯx(Nm3/h) 8 8 8 0.08 568.93

PM* (g/Nm3) 0.2 0.2 0.2 Less than
0.01 —

●Water Pollution Data

Substance
(mg/L except for pH)

Emission limits Actual measurement

Water Pollution 
Control Law

Prefectural
regulations/
ordinances

Voluntary 
limits Maximum Minimum Average

ｐＨ 5.8～8.6 5.8～8.6 6.0～8.4 8.5 7.8 8.03

ＢＯＤ 160（120） 25（20） 15 6 Less than
0.5 1.64

ＣＯＤ 160（120） 160（120） 15 5.2 Less than
0.5 1.61

ＳＳ 200（150） 50（40） 30 12 Less than1 1.89

Mineral oil 5 5 3 Less than
0.5

Less than
0.5

Less than
0.5

Copper 3 1 0.5 0.14 Less than
0.001 0.038

Lead 0.1 0.1 0.08 0.086 Less than
0.001 0.014

Thiuram 0.06 0.06 0.03 Less than
0.0006

Less than
0.0006

Less than
0.0006

Abbreviations
pH: Hydrogen ion concentration BOD: Biochemical oxygen demand
COD: Chemical oxygen demand SS: Concentration of suspended solids in water
( ): Regulatory limits on average

●The PRTR Designated Substances

Substance
(kg)*

Volume 
handled

Volume released to: Volume 
transferred Volume 

removed
Volume 

consumed
Air Water Disposal inside 

the factory 廃棄物

Bis(2-ethylhexyl)
phthalate (DEHP) 1,830,000 0 0 0 0 0 1,830,000

Disclosed as reported to local authorities
* Class I chemical substances, excluding dioxins: kg; Dioxins: mg-TEQ
Volume transferred: Volume transferred out of this production site (excluding materials sold for recycling)
Volume removed: Volume of substances that were converted into other substances through incineration, 
neutralization, decomposition, reaction, etc.
Volume consumed: Volume of substances that were converted into other substances through reaction, or 
transferred out of this production site as part of products

(Conforming to the Water Pollution Control Law 
and prefectural regulations)

(Conforming to the Air Pollution Control Law and 
prefectural regulations)

(Conforming to the Water Pollution Control Law 
and prefectural regulations)

Location: Yokoi 1-7-1, Shimada City, Shizuoka Prefecture Location: Hotozawa 652, Gotemba City, Shizuoka Prefecture
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Numazu Factory
Main Products: Electric wire, cables

This factory does not have facilities subject to the Air Pollution Control Law.

●Air Pollution Data

●The PRTR Designated Substances

Substance
(kg)*

Volume 
handled

Volume released to:
Volume 

transferred
Volume 
removed

Volume 
consumed

Air Water
Deposited
inside the 

factory

and its 
compounds 4,249 0 0 0 0 0 4,249

Xylene 389 346 0 0 43 0 0

Toluene 1,515 1,348 0 0 167 0 0

Bis(2-ethylhexyl)
phthalate (DEHP) 1,002,752 0 0 0 0 0 1,002,752

Disclosed as reported to local authorities
* Class I chemical substances, excluding dioxins: kg; Dioxins: mg-TEQ
Volume transferred: Volume transferred out of this production site (excluding materials sold for recycling)
Volume removed: Volume of substances that were converted into other substances through incineration, 
neutralization, decomposition, reaction, etc.
Volume consumed: Volume of substances that were converted into other substances through reaction, or 
transferred out of this production site as part of products

●Water Pollution Data

Substance
(mg/L except for pH)

Emission limits Actual measurement

Water Pollution 
Control Law

Prefectural
regulations/
ordinances

Voluntary 
limits Maximum Minimum Average

ｐＨ 5.8～8.6 5.8～8.6 6.0～8.5 8.4 6 7.53

ＢＯＤ 160（120） 25（20） 10（3） 2 0 1.11

ＳＳ 160（120） 25（20） 10（3） 3 0 0.94

Mineral oil 5 5 3.0 0 0 0

Copper 3 1 0.3 0.12 0.001 0.033

Abbreviations
pH: Hydrogen ion concentration BOD: Biochemical oxygen demand
SS: Concentration of suspended solids in water
( ): Regulatory limits on average

Susono Factory
Main Products: Low-tension automotive wires, wire harnesses

This factory does not have facilities subject to the Water Pollution Control Law.

●Air Pollution Data

This factory does not have facilities subject to the Water Pollution Control Law.

●Water Pollution Data

●The PRTR Designated Substances

Substance
(kg)*

Volume 
handled

Volume released to:
Volume 

transferred
Volume 
removed

Volume 
consumed

Air Water Disposal inside 
the factory

Toluene 8,213 5,587 0 0 2,599 0 27.74

Xylene 2,675 1,864 0 0 800 0 11.05

Bis(2-ethylhexyl)
phthalate (DEHP) 2,222 0 0 0 0 0 2,222

Antimony
trioxide 16,468 0 0 0 0 0 16,468

Decabro
modiphenyl
ether

5,528 0 0 0 0 0 5,528

Lead and its 
compounds 29,100 0 0 0 0 0 29,100

Disclosed as reported to local authorities
* Class I chemical substances, excluding dioxins: kg; Dioxins: mg-TEQ
Volume transferred: Volume transferred out of this production site (excluding materials sold for recycling)
Volume removed: Volume of substances that were converted into other substances through incineration, 
neutralization, decomposition, reaction, etc.
Volume consumed: Volume of substances that were converted into other substances through reaction, or 
transferred out of this production site as part of products

At the following production sites, there are no facilities subject to the Air Pollution Control Law, Water Pollution Prevention Law and PRTR 
system, and no substances subject to these laws are used.

Washizu Factory
Main products: Wire harnesses

Daito Factory
Main products: Wire harnesses

Tochigi Factory
Main products: Wire harnesses

Hotozawa Factory
Main Products: Residential wire harnesses, electric wire harnesses, optical connectors

Niimi Factory
Main products: Wire harnesses

(Conforming to the Water Pollution Control Law 
and prefectural regulations)

Location: Ooka 2771, Numazu City, Shizuoka Prefecture Location: 1500 Mishuku, Susono City, Shizuoka Prefecture

Location: Washizu 1424, Kosai City, 
Shizuoka Prefecture

Location: Osaka 653-2, Kakegawa City, 
Shizuoka Prefecture

Location: Tsukinami 500  Nasu-Karasuyama City, 
Tochigi Prefecture

Location: Hotozawa 1157-106, Gotemba City, 
Shizuoka Prefecture

Location: Nishigata 2117-1, Niimi City, 
Okayama Prefecture
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Environment Committees in Japan 
(Product Design Assessment, Production,

Sales and Management)

The Americas Environmental Committee
13 companies

European Environmental Committee
15 companies

ASEAN Environmental Committee
22 companies

Chinese Environmental Committee
11 companies

U.S.A
YNA: Yazaki North America, Inc.
CCC:Circuit Controls Corporation
NACOM:NACOM Corporation
YTCA:YTC America Inc.
YESI:Yazaki Energy Systems, Inc

Mexico
AAMSA:Autopartes Y Arneses de 

Mexico, S.A. de C.V. 
BAPSA:Buenaventura Autopartes 

S.A.de C.V 
ACC:ELCOM, S de RL de CV
TAD:Tecnologia Autoelectronica 

de Durango, S. de RL de C.V.
ARNECOM:Arnecom, S.A. de C.V.
YARMEX*1

YAZAKI Mercosur*2

Columbia
YSCA:Yazaki-Ciemel S.A.

Europe(including U.K. and Germany)

YEL:Yazaki Europe Ltd. 

Portugal
YSP:Yazaki Saltano de Portugal C.E.A., Lda.
YSE:Yazaki Saltano de Ovar-Productos 

Electricos, Lda.

Turkey
YOT:Yazaki Otomotive Yan Sanayi ve Ticaret A.S.
YWTT:Yazaki Wiring Technologies 

Turkiye Elektrik Sistemleri 
Sanayi ve Ticaret Ltd. Sirketi

Morocco
YMO:Yazaki Morocco SA 

Romania
YCT:Yazaki Component Technology S.R.L  
YRL:S.C. Yazaki Romania SRL 

Ukraine
YUL:Yazaki Ukraine LLC.

Czech Republic
YWT-C:Yazaki Wiring Technologies 

Czech s.r.o 

Slovakia
YWT-S:Yazaki Wiring Technologies 

Slovakia s.r.o. 
YSK:Yazaki Slovakia spol, s.r.o.

Lithuania
YWT-L:UAB Yazaki Wiring Technolo-

gies Lietuva

India
YWT:Yazaki Wiring Technologies 

India Pvt. Ltd.

Bulgaria
YBE:Yazaki Bulgaria E

Thailand
TYL:Thai Yazaki Corporation Ltd. 
TAP:Thai Arrow Products Co., Ltd. 
TYE:Thai Yazaki Electric Wire Co.,Ltd.
TMP:Thai Metal Processing Co., Ltd.
YIC-AP:YIC Asia Pacific Corporation Limited

Indonesia
PASI:P.T. Autocomp System 

Indonesia
PEMI:P.T. EDS Manufacturing 

Indonesia
SAMI:P.T. Semarang Autocomp 

Manufacturing Indonesia
SAI:P.T. Surabaya Autocomp 

Indonesia
JAI:P.T. Jatim Autocomp Indonesia

The Philippines
EMI:EDS Manufacturing, Inc.
YTMI:Yazaki-Torres Manufacturing, Inc.
YTPMI:Yazaki-Torres  

Parts Manufacturing, Inc.
YTPL:YTP-LIMA   

Manufacturing, Inc.
YTMC:YTM Component, Inc.
PET:Philippine   

EDS Techno-Service Inc.

Vietnam
YEV:Yazaki EDS Vietnam, Ltd.
YHV:Yazaki Haiphong Vietnam, Ltd.

India
TYA:Tata Yazaki Autocomp Ltd.

Australia
AAPL:Australian Arrow Pty. Ltd.

Samoa
YES:Yazaki EDS Samoa Ltd.

Singapore
SINCOM:Singapore Component 

Pte. Ltd.

TJY:Tianjin Yazaki Automotive Parts 
Co., Ltd.

YYA:Yantai Yazaki Automotive Parts 
Co., Ltd.

SYA:Shantou Special Economic Zone 
Yazaki Auto Parts Co., Ltd.

HNY:Huanan Yazaki (Shantou) Auto 
Parts Co., Ltd.

TYC:Taiwan Yazaki Corporation

HZY:Hangzhou Yazaki Parts Co., Ltd.

FSY:Foshan Shunde Yazaki Auto 
Parts Co., Ltd.

CYM:Chongqing Yazaki Meter Co., Ltd

SHY:Shanghai Yazaki Co., Ltd.

YHK:Yazaki (Hong Kong) Ltd.

YCIC:Yazaki (China) Investment 
Corporation

Yazaki Environmental 
Committee

*1 YARMEX :includes five companies in 
Mexico: ACOSA, AEJ, PEDSA, 
SECOSA and MACSA

*2 Yazaki Mercosur（includes five companies）:
YIB, YBL and YAB in Brazil, YAS in 

Argentina, and YUY in Uruguay.

Global  Environmental Management Systems
The Yazaki Group divides overseas affi liates by region—China, 

ASEAN, the Americas, and Europe. Environmental Committees 

have been regionally established to consolidate and manage goals 

and performance. Based on the Yazaki Environmental Action Plan 

(see pages 37 and 38), each regional Environmental Committee 

has created individual environmental action plans that meet 

the needs and issues unique to each area, and is carrying out 

environmental preservation activities.

Yazaki will continue to promote environmental preservation 

activities on a global scale by establishing close communication 

between regional Environment Committees and Yazaki 

Environmental Committee in Japan to collect and share information 

on the goals and performance of environmental activities, while 

assisting overseas subsidiaries as needed.
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2007 Global Environmental Performance
Data Coverage: January 2007 - December 2007
Scope: Regional Environmental Committee Members
(China: 11 companies; ASEAN: 15 companies; The Americas: 13 companies; Europe: 15 companies)

China

14%
China

8％

Europe

25%

Europe

14%

The Americas

57%
The Americas

50%

Total waste 
volume
49,700t

Total waste
volume
34,200t

●Total Waste Volume by Region

FY2006 FY2007

ASEAN

17％
ASEAN

15%

ChinaASEANThe
Americas Europe

(Thousand m3)

0

1,170

1,580

849

269

500

1,000

1,500

●Water Consumption

ChinaASEANEurope

(Thousand tons)

0

50

100

150

200

47.8

The
Americas

147.7

34.0

●Volume of CO2 Emissions*1

84.6

China

30%
China

26％

ASEAN

46%

ASEAN

41%

The Americas

22%
The Americas

21%

Europe

7%

Total water
consumption
3,864,000m3

Total water
consumption

3,815,000m3

●Water Consumption by Region

FY2006 FY2007

Europe

7%

China

15%

ASEAN

27%

China

19％

ASEAN

34％
Europe

11%

The Americas

47%
The Americas

35%

Europe
12％

Total CO2

emissions
314,200 t-CO2

Total CO2

emissions
252,000 t-CO2

●CO2 Emissions by Region

FY2006 FY2007

ChinaASEANThe
Americas Europe

(Thousand tons)

0

7.27.37.0
10

20

30

Landfill
Recycled
Incineration
Reselling for reuse

●Total Waste Volume*2

28.2

*1
To compile data in the 

Americas and Europe, 

the ratio of emissions 

intensity in each country 

was used. For emissions 

in ASEAN and China, 

the ratio of emissions 

intensity in Japan was 

used.

*2
Breakdown data in 

ASEAN was not 

available at the time of 

publication.
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